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Introduction
 Welcome to the Third Contact of the role-playing game Eo-
ris Essence. In order to enter this universe, you should be willing to 
incarnate an inhabitant of this world. By doing so, you will assume 
his personality, determine his reactions, and declare his actions in 
accordance with a series of events that are described by a single indi-
vidual called the Narrator. Everything that happens in the universe 
of Eoris lies in your imagination. To aid you in this task, we created 
a set of game rules called the Essence System. The Third Contact is 
an Adventure called the ‘Connection Between the Two’, and it will 
provide a small insight into the universe of Eoris hopefully giving 
you a better notion of Eoris and what this new world can do. 

to play this Adventure The following is needed:

- Print-outs of the Character Sheets (one for each player) *
- Eight to twelve twenty-sided dice (8d20) **
- Pencils and paper
- A print-out of the maps (optional)

 * Specific Characters have been provided for this demo. 
However, with the Essence System you are able to create your own 
Characters.

 The Adventure that follows is to be played with a group of 
five Players: one is the Narrator and the other four play the part of 
Characters in the story. The Narrator’s job is to read the Adventure, 
to share the rules with the Players, to make sure that the rules are 
applied/followed correctly, and to narrate the events as the story 
evolves depending on the Characters’ decisions and actions. The 
other four Players will choose from amongst the Characters provid-
ed and play as the Characters themselves; this means making deci-
sions as the story evolves given each Character’s history, personality, 
background, and purpose in life. Before the group begins playing, 
the Narrator should read this booklet to understand the events that 
are described, the stories of the protagonists, and the maps that are 

provided. We encourage each Player to make this Adventure their 
own, to be inspired by the tools we provide, and to explore new dy-
namics within the storyline. Players should remember that the pillar 
of role-playing is to embrace an idea and make it their own; in this 
case, make Eoris and the Essence System your own. 
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- The Essence System -
 This is a brief explanation of the fundamental rules of the 
Essence System: what is a Character Sheet, how to use the dice, and 
how to play with the Characters. The Essence System is very com-
plete and intuitive. It takes into account a great deal of factors and 
provides a vast amount of information for different game-play styles 
and circumstances. The following is only a mere taste of its basic 
principles.

The Character Sheet
 Players will take the role of a group of Characters that in-
habit a planet named Eoris. The Characters and their stories have 
been provided. There are two parts for every Character: their his-
tory and their Character Sheet. The Character Sheet provided is a 
summarized compilation of data that describes the things/actions a 
Character can do and how well he can do them. The points assigned 
to each Attribute or Skill represents the ability Level for each. The 
more points, the better because this dictates how many dice a Player 
may roll to determine the degree to which his Character succeeded 
or failed at performing an action (see ‘Dice Rolls’ for an explana-
tion). The Character Sheets that are provided were specifically de-
signed for this Adventure demo and have been adjusted to fit cor-
rectly with the simplified set of rules of the Essence System that will 
be used. (For the complete Character Sheet of the Essence System 
you can go to the ‘Players’ section at www.EorisEssence.com.) 

In the Character Sheet you will find:

1. The Character’s Physical, Mental, and Social Attributes (wheel 
on the left)
2. The Character’s Psychological Traits (list on the right)
3. The Appearance Grid (the grid on the left hand side)
4. The Emotional Status Grid (the grid on the right hand side)
5. The Aura Attribute (circle of dots in the centre)
6. The Character’s Energy Points (small circle of dots below the 
Aura Attribute)

7. The Character’s illustration (on the right hand side)
8. The Character’s Powers (on the right hand side below the illustra-
tion) 
9. The Character’s Movement Skills (below the two grids)
10. The Character’s Skills (below the Movement Skills) 
11. The Character’s Main Attack Forms (on the right hand side be-
low the powers and/or Songs (spells))
12. The Character’s Life Data (in the centre below the Skills)
 
Traits
 Characters have a series of Traits that describe their over-
all abilities and characteristics. Some are related to what a Char-
acter inherently is, some to what they have learned, and others to 
their personality and psychological profile. Each Trait has differ-
ent Levels, which determine a Character’s ability, control, or power. 
These Levels are represented by points or numbers, which are called 
‘Score’. 
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Character Attributes
 There are eleven (11) different Attributes: Constitution, Strength, 
Dexterity, Reflexes, Senses, Presence, Charisma, Mind, Spirit, Willpower, 
and Aura. Since Aura is a special Attribute, it occupies a special place in 
the Character Sheet. The number of points (or Score) assigned measures a 
Character’s level in an Attribute; the more points the better. The dot at the 
centre of the Attribute wheel is always filled in because all Attributes have 
a minimum level of one.

Character Psychological Traits
 A Character’s Psychological Traits determine his personality and 
Psychological Profile. There are seventeen (17) Psychological Impulses that 
describe a Character’s tendency towards different kinds of emotions. In 
other words, they determine how a Character may act (or react) under dif-
ferent circumstances. These Impulses, however, only arise under extreme 
circumstances. Think about how you would react if you were angered by 
someone or something. Are you always in control of yourself? For the most 
part, yes, but there are times when your deepest Impulses arise and you 
lose control. Although a Character will act (or react) in a certain way under 
unique circumstances given their natural Impulses, they can sometimes 
keep control and do not always succumb to an Impulse. When this hap-
pens, however, they suffer Stress because a great effort must be made to 
“control” a natural Impulse. Stress may accumulate to a point where a 
Character is simply unable to control their Impulses no matter how men-
tally strong they are.

Stress

 All Characters have a Stress Number that represents a Character’s 
tolerance to Stress. Every time a Character acts contrary to his Psycho-
logical Impulses he will accumulate one (1) Stress Point. When the limit is 
reached, the Character will be unable to act contrary to his Impulses for a 
period of time (this time must be determined by the Narrator according to 
the circumstances). The Stress Limit is marked by a black line in the Stress 
section in each Character Sheet.
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Character Skills
 Skills describe things a Character has learned through prac-
tise, instinct, study, etc. There are many Skills; some of them are 
broken down into sub-categories. Points are assigned to measure a 
Character’s level in that Skill. The more points the better a Charac-
ter is at performing a Skill. For the purpose of this Third Contact, 
Characters will only have the Skills that they will most likely use 
during this Adventure, but the Essence System has many more. 

Energy Points (EP)
 Energy Points are a measure of a Character’s ability to will-
ingly increase their capacities or to activate certain Powers and 
Spells. A Character can spend Energy Points to add additional dice 
to their Dice Pool for any given Dice Roll. In a single action, a 
Character may never use more Energy Points than the number of 
points he has in Willpower. A Character can never have more Ener-
gy Points than the number of black dots filled in the Energy section 
in their Character Sheet. (Our suggestion for this Adventure is that 
Energy Points are recovered at a rate of one every thirty minutes 
of game time, but the Narrator or the group may determine other-
wise.) 

Life
 All Characters have a series of Traits that establish their abil-
ity to resist physical pain, damage, or the effects of another Char-
acters’ social actions. This is the Life section and it can be found at 
the bottom of the Character Sheet below the Skills. 

RULES
Dice
 The Essence System uses 20-sided dice. An ideal set of dice 
for Eoris Essence (and for this Adventure) is twelve 20-sided dice 
(12d20), one of which should be easy to tell apart as it will deter-
mine special outcomes (this special die is called the Essence Die).

Dice Rolls

 When using the Essence System, a Player will roll a number 
of dice equal to their selected Trait Scores. Usually, the number of 
dice rolled is determined by adding an Attribute and a Skill Score. 

 For example: If a Character is trying to hit a target with 
their sword, the Player should roll Dexterity (Attribute) + Melee 
(Skill). If a Character has two (2) points in Dexterity and three (3) 
points in Melee, then the Player will roll a Dice Pool of five (5) dice 
(5 = 2 + 3). In order to succeed at performing an action, a Player 
must roll enough Successes. Any additional Successes improve (or 
perfect) the performance of the action.

Difficulty Number

 Before a Player rolls the dice, the Narrator must first de-
termine a Difficulty Number, except for Saeia which has predeter-
mined Difficulty Numbers and combat where the difficulty is de-
termined by the opposition and changes depending on their rolls. 
This number determines how many Successes a Player needs to roll 
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in order to perform the action correctly. A Success occurs when the 
number rolled in a die is equal to or higher than the Success Thresh-
old (ussually ‘15’). 

Successes

 The Success Threshold is the minnimum number each die 
must reach or surpass in order for it to be considered a Success. The 
standard Success Threshold is fifteen (15), but this number can be 
adjusted by Modifiers. Some Traits will have a number that is know 
as the Success Threshold Modifier (STM). It can be found directly 
in fron of each trait’s Dice Pool. A Player must add this number to  
15 in order to establish the effective Success Threshold for a specific 
Dice Roll. Negative modifiers increase the probability of obtaining 
a Success since the threshold is lowered, while positive modifiers 
decrease this probability (hence, making it harder to achieve Suc-
cesses). 
 If both the Attribute and the Skill have Success Threshold 
Modifiers, then the Character must use the one that benefits him 
the most. When calculating the number of Successes obtained in a 
roll, Players must remember that a result of twenty (20) on any die 
counts as two (2) Successes and a result of one (1) counts as minus 
one (-1) Success. 

The Essence Die

 When rolling the dice, a Player (or the whole group) must 
first select one of the dice to be the Essence Die. This die should be 
different in colour, size, or should be rolled before or after all oth-
ers. The result of the Essence Die determines special events such as 
Critical Hits, Tragedies, etc. Players should bear in mind that the 
Essence Die is not an extra die to be rolled; it is simply a different 
or distinguishable die in their Dice Pool. These are five basic conse-
quences determined by the Essence Die:

Catastrophy: When the Essence Die rolls a ‘1’ and the number of 
Successes is ‘0’ or less (after subtracting all the 1s), a Player will have 
failed the action miserably with dire consequences. What happens 
exactly will be determined by the Narrator. 

Tragedy: When the Essence Die rolls a ‘1’ and the number of Suc-
cesses is less than the one required for success, a Player will have 
failed the action with unfortunate consequences. What happens 
exactly will be determined by the Narrator.

Unfortunate Success: When a Player achieves enough Successes 
but rolls a ‘1’ on the Essence Die, the Player was able to perform the 
action correctly but something unfortunate happened. What hap-
pens exactly is also determined at Narrator’s discretion.

Extreme Success: When a Player succeeds in performing the ac-
tion and, in addition, rolls a ‘20’ on the Essence Die, they will have 
performed the intended action tremendously well. What happens 
exactly will be determined by the Narrator.

Extraordinary Success: Should a Player achieve Successes on all 
the dice rolled for a particular action, they may add further Suc-
cesses by sequentially rolling the Essence Die until they fail to sur-
pass the Success Threshold.
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Energy Points: Whenever a Player rolls a ‘1’ or a ‘20’ on the Es-
sence Die, they will immediately receive one (1) Energy Point. 

Action Checks
 Players must roll the dice whenever a Character wishes to 
perform an action that directly affects the outcome of the storyline. 
Given the particular action that a Character wishes to perform, the 
Narrator must choose the Attribute and Skill that are best related 
to the action wished to be performed. For example, if a Character 
is trying to hit a target with their sword, the most appropriate At-
tribute would be ‘Dexterity’ and the most appropriate Skill would 
be ‘Melee’. 
 After the Narrator establishes which Attribute and Skill to 
add together, the Player must add the number of points they have 
on the selected Attribute and Skill to determine their Dice Pool (v. 
gr. Dice Pools is the number of dice a Player is allowed to roll). The 
Characters that are provided in this Adventure are proficient in a 
number of skills that are by no means comprehensive to all actions 
possible in the Essence System. In other words, the Skills and At-
tributes included in the Character Sheets in this Adventure are only 
a small sample.

* Players do not need to roll the dice for actions that their Charac-
ters can easily perform (use common sense). 

Aura
 Some Characters in Eoris have the natural ability to manip-
ulate the Eos (the Waves of Existence). These Characters are known 
as ‘Contacts’. A Contact can easily use Saeia to redesign the Wave 
of Existence. Saeia is an extremely advanced science that might be 
mistaken for magic. Characters with Aura instinctively understand 
the principles of Saeia and, thus, are able to remould the Waves of 
Existence at will. On the other hand, those without Aura have to 
learn these principles and undergo complex procedures (i.e. Saeia 

Skills) to achieve the same effects. All the Characters that are pro-
vided in this Adventure are Contacts; thus, they may inherently use 
Saeia. 
 Aura also establishes the strength and power of a Charac-
ter’s Life Wave and the effect it has on his environment. It grants a 
Character extra sensorial perception of things that are yet to happen 
or events that are yet to come. Aura grants the ability to perceive 
things beyond the spectrum of our natural senses. This means that 
Aura is used to perceive everything that occurs around a Character, 
energies, sudden changes in the Eos, invisible things, etc. 
 In Eoris, Saeia is broken down into three different things: 
Saeia Tunes, which are predetermined Songs (spells) with prede-
termined effects; Saeia Songs, which are Saeia actions, their effects 
and purposes are declared by the Character; and Trait Saeia Songs, 
which are Songs (spells) that directly improve or hinder a Charac-
ter’s Traits. 
 For the purpose of this Adventure, Characters will only be 
able to use Saeia Songs. To perform these Songs (or spells), a Char-
acter must roll Aura + the specified Saeia Essence found below the 
Pattern (found on the right hand side of the Character Sheet).  
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Check) or, to make sure they will not act impulsively, consume 
one Patience Point. Patience is recovered at the end of an Event or 
when the Narrator says so. If a Character loses a Patience Check, he 
can still remain patient as long as they accept to loose one Patience 
Point. If a Player refuses to loose a Patience Point, then their Char-
acter will lose his temper and reacts impulsively.

Stress

 Stress represents the number of times a Character can act 
contrary to his Psychological Impulses. Every time a Character suc-
cumbs to a Psychological Impulse but refuses to act accordingly, 
he suffers one Stress Point. When a Character’s accumulated Stress 
reaches its limit, he will necessarily succumb to his Impulses. 

Emotional Damage

 This number represents how strongly a Character’s social 
actions, both positive and negative, affect others. 

Luck
 Luck determines how fortunate or unfortunate a Character 
is. The Narrator must ask a Player to roll Luck whenever the out-
come of an event is best determined by fortune. The Dice Pool for 
Luck is determined by the number a Character has under this Trait. 
If they roll one (1) Success or more, it means the Character was 
lucky; no Successes means the Character was unlucky. 

Psychology
 Characters must roll a specific Psychological Impulse Check 
when the probability of succumbing to that Impulse is high. If at 
least one Success is rolled, the Character succumbs. For example: 
If a Character rolls one Success in Wrath, he is angered but may 
supress his reaction at a cost of one (1) Stress Point. Characters have 
a maximum Stress limit; when this limit is reached, the Characters 
unavoidibly succumb to their Psychological and acts on Impulse.

Emotional Grid

 The Emotional Grid determines a Character’s overall Emo-
tional Status. This is basically how they are feeling at a specific point 
in time. The Emotional Status has a direct implication on how a 
Character performs. 

Hope

 This refers to a Character’s faith in positive outcomes. Hope 
allows a Character to perform actions he normally would not be 
able to perform, or to altogether change a situation for his benefit 
even if the outcome seems absurd. For example, a Character per-
forms a leap attempting to reach a ship that is leaving the top of a 
building. He understands that if he fails he will fall to his death. 
Even though, under regular circumstances, he would not be able to 
reach the ship, he decides to use a Hope Point. At this moment, the 
Narrator must allow the Character to reach the ship. 
 The idea is to allow Characters to perform special actions 
or survive incredible ordeals simply because they have hope in the 
future (within reason). Some actions or events determined by Hope 
have a higher Hope Point Cost. Characters cannot recover Hope 
by themselves; only circumstances (Narrator and story) can provide 
Hope points. 

Patience

 All Characters in this Adventure begin an Event with the 
same number of Patience Points they have in Willpower. Any time 
their Patience is “tested”, they must roll Patience (i.e. Patience 
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SAEIA

 There is no such thing as ‘magic’ 
in Eoris. Instead, there is a very advanced 
form of science that allows trained scien-
tists to remould the Waves of Existence. 
Although the ability to create changes in 
the environment may be considered magic 
to some, in Eoris Saeia is a part of science. 
A Character must understand many Laws 
and Principles to use this knowledge; one 
of the most important Principles is that ev-
erything is connected. This means that if 
you change a particular set of Waves, all 
nearby Waves (including yours) may also 
be affected. 
 Since this is a preview of the Es-
sence System, there will be no explanation 
on how this works. Thus, for the time be-
ing, whenever a Character performs a Saeia 
Check to Chant a Song but fails, he will 
lose Hit Points (refer to Suffering Physical 
Damage for an explanation of ‘Hit Points’). 
The number of Hit Points lost is equal to 
the Song’s Difficulty Number (found in 
each Character Sheet).
 Some beings are born with the 
instinctive and innate ability to use Saeia 
without any previous training. These be-
ings are called Contacts and they have the 
ability to remould the Waves of Existence 
through the power of their Aura. In other 
words, any Character with points in Aura 
can use Saeia instinctively. In this Adven-
ture, all the Characters are Contacts; thus, 

they are all able to use Saeia naturally. Bear 
in mind that Contacts are extremely rare.

Using Saeia:

 Whenever a Character uses Saeia, 
the Player must read the details of the Song 
found on their Character Sheet. The fol-
lowing information will be provided for 
each Song: 
Name: The name of the Song.
Method: The Traits that must be added to 
establish the Dice Pool for Chanting the 
Song. 
Duration: The duration of the Song’s ef-
fect. 
Difficulty: The minimum number of Suc-
cesses that must be rolled in order to suc-
cessfully Chant the Song. 
Description: A description of the Song’s 
effect. 

Success: 

 If a Player rolls enough Successes, 
this means that the Song was performed 
correctly. A Character can Chant any 
Song, at any time, and as many times as 
desired. 

Failure: 

 Any time a Character fails to 
Chant a Song, they will immediately loose 
Hit Points in the same ammount as the 
Song’s Difficulty Number. Example: If a 
Character attempts to Chant a Song with a 
Difficulty Number of two and fails, he will 
suffer two Hit Points of Damage. 
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COMBAT
Initiative
 At certain moments in the story, it will be important to 
determine which Character acts first both in relation to their group 
and in relation to any opposition (other characters, circumstances, 
etc.). When this happens, time is subdivided into ‘Rounds’ which, 
in turn, are broken down into ‘Turns’. Thus, in each Round Char-
acters perform actions during their Turn. A Turn is the portion 
of time granted for a Character to act during a single Round. At 
the beginning of every Round, all Characters involved in the event 
must roll Initiative to determine who acts first, second, third, etc. 
The Character with the highest number of Successes acts first, and 
so on. The Initiative Dice Pool can be found in each Character 
Sheet.

Initiative Boost

 Any time a Player rolls an Extreme Success (i.e. a 20) with 
the Essence Die during an Initiative Roll, they get to act twice in 
that in one Turn.
 
Initiative Failure

 Any time a Player rolls a Tragedy (i.e. a 1) with the Essence 
Die during an Initiative Roll, their Turn is cancelled and they can-
not act that Round.

Movement
 If Players are using a battle grid to determine movement and 
displacement for the Characters, they must assume that all Charac-
ters can move a distance equivalent to the number of points that re-
sult from the following calculation: [ (Terrestrial Skill + Strength/2) 
+ Modifiers]. Each square on the grid is equal to two (2) metres. 
Movement does not affect a Character’s ability to act. 
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Physical Combat
 Combat works under a Versus Check dynamic: one Charac-
ter attacks and the other responds with a Defense Roll. The attack-
ing Character is called the Attacker and the defending Character 
the Defender. The Defender may roll a Defense Check every time 
he is being attacked. An attack will be successful when the Attacker 
rolls more Successes than the Defender. If both roll the same num-
ber of Successes, the attack deals half damage. If the Attacker rolls 
fewer Successes, then he failed. The Damage each Character deals is 
found in their Character Sheet. The Attacker deals one extra point 
of Damage for every Success the Attacker rolls above the Defender. 
Whenever a Character is attacked, he may immediately roll a De-
fense Check unless they are caught off guard, ambushed or other-
wise surprised. 

Attack Dice Pool =
Dexterity (Broad or Fine) + the specific Combat Skill used

Defence Dice Pool (Evasion) =
Reflexes + Dodge

Defence Dice Pool (Energy Barrier) =
Spirit + Barrier

Parry* Dice Pool =
Reflexes + Parry

* After failing a Defence Check, a Character may choose to Par-
ry. The number of Successes rolled in a Parry Check is added to a 
Character’s previous Defence Check. An attack is successfully par-
ried when a Player is able to roll more total Successes than the ones 
rolled by the Attacker. A Character may not Parry if he does not 
have bracers, a shield, a weapon, or an other object that allows him 
to do so. When a Character parries, he immediately forfeits his fol-
lowing Turn. He may still roll Defense Checks.

Projectile Weapons

 When targeted by a projectile weapon, different defence 
dynamics should be used. Since projectiles move so fast, they are 
almost impossible to dodge or parry. For this reason, when attack-
ing with a projectile weapon, a single Success in the Dexterity + 
Long-range Check will be enough to strike the target and inflict 
half damage, two (2) Successes will deal full damage, and four (4) 
Successes will deal double damage. The only way to avoid a Long-
range weapon attacks is through the use of the Barrier Skill; Char-
acters with this Skill may block projectiles by simply rolling a Spirit 
+ Barrier Check.

Critical Hit

 If a Player achieves an Extreme Success during combat, they 
will generate Critical Damage (Critical Damage = Damage x 2). 
This applies for both Social and Physical Combat. 

Social Combat: 
(emotional alterations during Combat)
 Through Social Combat, Characters have the ability (dur-
ing their Turn) to improve or hinder their target’s performance dur-
ing battle. To do this, a Character must roll Mind, Charisma, or 
Presence + Empathy, Enticement, Deception or Intimidation (de-
pending on the desired effect). In Combat, for example, Intimida-
tion is used to lower a target’s Dice Pool.
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Social Combat Dynamic:

 The Attacker’s Social Combat Dice Pool is determined by 
the sum of one of his Social Skills Scores plus his Mind, Charisma, 
or Presence Attribute Score. The Defender’s Social Combat Dice 
Pools is determined by the sum of his Willpower and Confidence 
Scores.
 If the Attacker rolls more Successes than the Defender, the 
Attacker deals Emotional Damage equal to his Emotional Damage 
number (found in the Character Sheet) plus any Successes rolled 
above the Defender’s roll. If the two Characters roll the same num-
ber of Successes, the Attacker deals only half damage. If the Attack-
er rolls fewer Successes than the Defender, this means the Attacker 
will have failed. 
 When the Defender’s Emotional Hit Points fall to zero (0) 
or below, he suffers one Emotional Injury. Once the Character takes 
this Injury, he will recover his original Emotional Hit Points but 
one die will be subtracted or added (as dictated by the Social COm-
bat Action) to his Dice Pool for all Checks performed until the end 
of that Event (a Character may never lose or gain more than 50% of 
his total Dice Pool regardless of the number of Emotional Injuries 
suffered). The additional Damage Points dealt above a Character’s 
Emotional Hit Points is called Damage Overflow (for example, if a 
Character’s Emotional Hit Points is 10 and he suffers 12 Damage 
Points, the Character will have an Overflow of 2 points). If there 
is an Overflow, the Defender will fully recover his Emotional Hit 
Points minus the Overflow points. 

THE BATTLEGROUND (Optional)
 In the files provided with this Adventure, you will find a 
grid that represents the space where Characters face each other in 
battle. This Grid may be used to represent Character displacement 
and/or position during battle. A Character the size of an average 
adult human will use up one point in the grid. 

The Medium Skills: 

 All Characters have three Medium Skills that represent 
their ability to move and act within a specific medium (i.e. land, 
air, or water). A Character cannot have points in the Aerial Skill if 
he does not have wings to fly or unless there is a justifiable reason. 
Having zero (0) points in a Medium Skill means that a Character 
cannot displace at will through that medium. For example, Jaaren 
(one of the Characters) will not be able to move when he is not us-
ing his armour or his wheel chair because he has zero points in the 
Terrestrial Skill. 

Movement: 

 A Character can only move and act one time during their 
Turn. The ratio at which a Character can move is called the Move-
ment Score, which is equal to the sum of the following Scores: Me-
dium Skill + Strength/2 + any Modifiers. So, for example, if a Char-
acter has two (2) points in the Terrestrial Skill and four (4) Strength 
Points (and assuming there are no Modifiers), he can displace four 
(4) points in the grid (2 + 2 = 4) during each Turn. If a Charac-
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Suffering Physical Damage
 Suffering Damage is basically loosing Hit Points. A Char-
acter will only be able to act as long as they have Hit Points left. 
Once a Character loses all Hit Points, they are either unconscious or 
unable to move. When taking Damage, a Character can also suffer 
Injuries. Injuries affect the body in a lethal form; a Character with 
too many Injuries will die. The following is an explanation on how 
to record Physical Damage. 

Hit Points: 
 Hit Points indicate how much Damage a Character can 
take before falling unconscious. A Character will recover all their 
Hit Points after the Combat Event ends provided there is a period 
of relative inactivity (half hour). 

Toughness: 
 A Character’s Toughness determines the number of Hit 
Points he can lose in a single Round before he is seriously hurt. 
When this happens, two (2) Successes must be subtracted from his 
next Initiative Roll. Toughness also determines how much Damage 
a Character can take before suffering an Injury. 

Injuries: 
 Whenever the number of Hit Points lost from a single at-
tack is either equal to or greater than a Character’s Toughness, the 
Character will suffer an Injury. This means that their body will have 
suffered severe physical damage. Unlike Hit Points damage, One 
does not recover easily from Injuries. A wound requires attention,  
or great periods of time to heal. Each Injury suffered prevents a 
Character from recovering a number of Hit Points equal to their 
Toughness Number after the Combat Event ends. 

ter has any Modifiers in Terra, Aqua, or Aria, this means he must 
add those additional points to his Movement Score. If a Character 
performs no other action besides moving/displacing, he can add 
another two (2) points to his Movement Score during that specific 
Turn. Each Point on the grid is equal to two (2) metres.  

Attack while moving:  

 If a Character wishes to move, attack, and continue mov-
ing during the same action, they should add two (2) extra points 
to their Movement Score and two (2) extra Damage Points due to 
their inertia, but they will loose two (2) dice in their attacking Dice 
Pool. 

Support: 

 When two or more Characters are next to each other, they 
can provide each other moral and tactical support (eg. intimidate 
the attacker). This gives them one (1) extra die to any Defence Roll. 

Round Strike: 

 (Only when in close combat: Melee or Body as a Weapon) 
 A Character can perform a strong circular attack that allows 
him to reach as many targets as he has Points in the Melee or Body 
as a Weapon Skill. The targets must necessarily be within the reach 
of the Character performing a Round Strike. It is important to bear 
in mind that a Player must roll an Attack Roll for each opponent/
target. Thus, the opponents must Roll Defence independently. This 
type of attack will only generate half Damage. 
 The weapon’s range is very important during any attack. 
The following are examples of types of weapons and the suggested 
standard range:
 
Weapon Type  Range
Body (human)  1 = 2 metres
Sword   1 = 2 metres
Spear   2 = 4 metres
Whip or Chain 3 = 6 metres
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Effects of Injuries

 Injuries can also cause side effects. A Character that is in-
jured will perform physical actions poorly due to the pain or im-
proper limb response caused by the damage. To represent this dur-
ing the game, a Character suffers a penalty of one (1) die to all Dice 
Pools related to physical actions for every Injury they have. If this 
reduces a Dice Pool to zero, then the Character is incapable of per-
forming that action due to the wounds. 

Recovering from injuries:

 A Character will only recover from an Injury by receiving 
medical attention or after a great deal of time has passed, provided 
that their condition remains stable. Characters with the Medicine 
Skill have the ability to heal Injuries. Of course, the more Injuries a 
Character has suffered, the harder it will be to heal them. 

Life Points
 Life Points represent how much lethal damage a Character 
can take before dying. In other words, Life Points determine the 
number of Injuries a Character can suffer.

Recording Physical Damage
 All Damage suffered by a Character is represented by a 
number; the higher the number, the greater the Damage. A Player 
must record all Damage taken in the space provided at the bottom 
of the Character Sheet.

Damage Types (DT)
 There are five types of Physical Damage and one kind of 
Mental Damage. Accordingly, armour provides protection for these 
same types of Damage by absorbing Damage Points. It is very im-
portant for Players and the Narrator to specify the types of Damage 
that their action might generate. 

Damage Types

(P) Piercing Damage
(S) Slash Damage 
(C) Concussive Damage
(Cr) Crushing Damage
(B) Burning Damage
(M) Mental Damage

Armour

 Armour protects a Character’s body and mind from Dam-
age, by potentially providing six different types of protection (cor-
responding to the six Damage types). Damage is reduced by the 
number of points an armour provides in the corresponding Dam-
age Type. If protection exceeds the Damage taken, the Character 
will suffer none. Some Powers, Impulses, and Songs may raise a 
Character’s Armour protection. When no protection type is speci-
fied, the enhanced protection applies to all six Damage Types.

SOCIAL ENCOUNTERS
 Social encounters are resolved by rolling dice whenever 
extreme or intense situations put a Character in a position where 
their Psychological Impulses may override their conscious prefer-
ence. There are two dynamics: one occurs during a normal Social 
Encounter and the other during Physical Combat. Both dynamics 
determine the effects of a Character’s actions to the emotional re-
sponse of another.
 
When a Character is trying to convince another of doing some-
thing or when a Character’s actions push someone to succumb 
to a Psychological Impulse:
 The Dice Pools for Social Encounters are the same as those 
used for Social Combat. To be successful at psychologically affect-
ing a target, an Attacker must generate Emotional Damage equal 
to or higher than the Defender’s Emotional Resistance in a single 
Check. If the Attacker is successful, the Defender must roll the 
Psychological Impulse that best fits the situation. If the Defender 
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remains unaffected, the Attacker can try again but their Dice Pool 
suffers a penalty of one (1) die for each additional try. When at-
tempting to achieve a specific psychological effect, an Attacker may 
roll a number of times equal to their Willpower Score and may only 
attempt this if the situation merits.

When a Character tries to convince another about something 
regarding specific areas of knowledge (mind skills):

The attacking Character uses:
Mind + (Empathy or Deception) + the relevant Mind Skill 

Defender uses:
Mind + Confidence + the relevant Mind Skill

Added Difficulty

 When a Character tries to convince another of something 
unreasonable or particularly hard to believe the Narrator may estab-
lish a Dice Pool penalty.

THE TWO GRIDS
 There are two Grids in the Essence System that correspond 
to two fundamental and extremely important states of a being’s 
character. One is the Emotion Status Grid, which determines the 
general Emotional Status of a Character and how it affects his ca-
pacity to perform everyday tasks. The other is the Appearance Status 
Grid, which determines the overall demeanour of a Character. Both 
grids work in the same manner: there are two axis, one horizontal 
and one vertical. A Character’s current state on either grid is repre-
sented by a dot. Each axis has two opposite extremes (ex. frightened 
and secure). The degree of emotional alteration is determined by 
how far from the centre the dot is (the farther from the centre and 
the closer to an extreme, the higher the degree of alteration). Thus, a 
Character with a dot in the centre is neutral in all aspects. The posi-
tion of a Character’s dot will vary depending on various narrative 
and systemic factors.

Emotion Status Grid
 This grid determines the Emotional State of a Character 
given four different emotional extremes (each in a scale from 0 to 
4): Frightened, Secure, Depressed, and Exalted. 

0 = (centre) Emotional neutrality. (This stands for a being’s normal 
state of mind whatever it may be.)
1 = Slightly altered
2 = Heavily altered
3 = Overtaken
4 = Utterly consumed

 The Emotional State of a Character will change as it inter-
acts with others and the world around him (see Social Combat). As 
a Character’s Emotional State changes, he will receive either bonus-
es or penalties to the actions he performs. Nevertheless, the Emo-
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tional Grid DOES NOT necessarily determine a Character’s choice 
of action or feeling towards a situation. Also, it does not constitute 
a permanent effect. In many cases, the effects of an Emotional State 
will be suffered only in certain specific situations. In many circum-
stances, penalties may turn into bonuses at Narrator’s discretion; for 
example, if a Character is frightened and is trying to escape, he may 
run faster. 

Bonuses

Exalted: For each point closer to the Exalted Emotional Status the 
Player will receive one (1) die bonus on ALL Skill and Attribute 
Checks not related to Social Interaction.

Secure: For each point closer to the Secure Emotional Status the 
Player will receive one (1) die bonus on ALL Social Interaction 
Checks.

Penalties

Depressed: For each point closer to the Depressed Emotional Sta-
tus the Player will receive one (1) die penalty on ALL Skill and At-
tribute Checks not related to Social Interaction.

Frightened: For each point closer to the Frightened Emotional Sta-
tus the Player will receive one (1) die penalty on ALL Social Interac-
tion Checks.

Appearance Status Grid
 The Appearance Status Grid represents the overall (con-
ceptual) nature and demeanour of a Character. There are four ap-
pearance extremes: Menacing, Elegant, Rough, and Approachable. 
Before playing, a Player should define their Character’s initial posi-
tion within the grid by filling the circle in the space they believe 
describes their Character’s appearance best. This will affect the way 
a Character is seen by all other beings. As a consequence, extreme 
choices should bring extreme reactions. 

Menacing: 
 Means a Character has a threatening and/or imposing ap-
pearance. For every point in Menacing, Characters will get a one (1) 
Dice Pool bonus on any Intimidation Check and one (1) Dice Pool 
penalty on any Socialize Check. 

Approachable: 
 Means a Character is seen as friendly and/or loyal and easy 
to relate to. For every point in Approachable, Characters will get a 
one (1) Dice Pool bonus to any Socialize Check and one (1) Dice 
Pool penalty on any Intimidation Check. 

Elegant:
 Means a Character has a graceful and/or stylish appearance. 

Rough: 
 Means a Character has a rugged and/or coarse appearance.

 A Character’s Roughness or Elegance rating determines the 
way others relate to him. For example, he might not be allowed into 
an elegant social event if he does not look elegant enough. Also, in 
certain situations, an elegant appearance will make others believe a 
Character is an important being and he will be treated as such for 
better or for worse. In some situations, looking rough might be the 
best way to avoid getting mugged or mistreated.
 The Narrator will establish a point on the grid that deter-
mines the (average) appearance of all the beings under a given set of 
circumstances. For every point further in the grid from the one pre-
viously determined by the Narrator, bonuses and penalties should 
apply to Social Interaction Checks. 
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- ADVENTURE -

 Welcome to Eoris Essence Sample Adventure. 
This Third Contact will allow you to experience how a 
Character grows and develops in a well-defined Eoris 
environment. The objective of this Adventure is to give 
you a sense of how life unravels in Eoris by showing 
you different types of characters, locations, and situ-
ations (amongst others) and how everything interacts 
to form the Eoris Experience. Your actions will only 
be limited by your imagination and, of course, your 
Character’s abilities.
 To begin the Adventure, each Player should 
choose a Character, print the Character’s Charac-
ter Sheet, and become familiar with it. (Note: This 
Character Sheet is not by any means the full version.) 
The art should give each Player a fairly good idea of 
what their Character looks like. If these drawing are 
not enough, however, Players can complement them in 
any way that seems reasonable or appropriate. 

The Connection 
Between the Two
 “There is no Good or Evil in this world; only 
change, creation, and destruction. Some say that in 
order to confront evil, one must, in turn, perform 
evil acts. In other words, evil is a rational response to 
evil and, therefore, a necessary thing. There are some 
things that are unable to think; there are even some 
things that simply follow rules and laws, being un-
bound by thought and unbound to reason. Under 
this philosophy, Justice is a variable concept. In other 
words, there is no evil but that which we create. In this 
sense, Evil actions are only those that contradict our 
own. So, in order to understand a part of one’s nature, 
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CONTEXT – THE MISSION: DESTROY THE ID
 The following events occured in the Tenth Age of history, 
approximately 300 years after the end of the War of the Twilight 
Spirits and some years after the arrival of the Great Spirit to Planet 
Eoris. This Age is a time of change, a time when the very Spirits of 
God (the Kalei), who descended from the heavens as escorts of the 
Great Spirit, have slowly began to rise from their crystal cages. 
 After 300 years of wars and conflict, the Ethnias of Ystaria 
suddenly stopped battling each other out of solemn respect to the 
Great Spirit and her descent to Planet Eoris. The tensions that lin-
gered, however, have slowly begun to evolve. Cold wars have re-
emerged and now an era of political fray, treason, and obscurity has 
begun. And yet, another secret danger lurks in the darkness of his-
tory. Fate is cruel for the people of Eoris shall find a greater, better 
reason to destroy everything they have created. The advent of war 
shall rise from the very essence of what defines us and we shall prove 
ourselves to one another. 
 At this time, we still live in the fake harmony that the poli-
ticians of our lands have instilled because of her arrival. We cur-
rently deal with demons we understand, and with hatred and pain 
we can sense. We still know where to place our blades and who our 
enemies are. But, for how long? 

The Xylen

 All beings in the universe that are not the Great Spirit or 
Aiej are called Xylen. Eorisian, dogs, bears, bacteria, and all other 
species of the universe are Xylen. 

The Sil

 The Sil are direct descendents of the Four Children of the 
Great Spirit and are considered the most important Spirits in ex-
istence. They belong to one of the four primordial bloodlines of 
the direct descendents of the Great Spirit and, thus, have a special 
connection to her and the universe. However, in all their grace and 
mythological splendour, they resemble Eorisien in most aspects and 

one must realize that one is, in turn, evil to another and that only 
through this obvious connection can evil exist. Regardless of our 
point of view, we can say that there is no evil in this world but that 
which we constantly create to justify our existence, giving us a sense 
of purpose.”

- Sil Mistress of the Palace of Shaballa

Protagonists:

Kriss: 
He is a young warrior prince of the Empire of Eonir. He is com-
mander of the team and a devoted follower of the Emblem of So-
laria. 

Lynn:
She is an ancient princess of the Ethnia of Inariel who seeks desper-
ately to redeem her past sins. 

Jaaren:
He is a warrior who barely survived death after a battle and was left 
paraplegic. Now, his body is fully covered in armour that allows 
him to move freely, but it has disconnected him from the realities 
of life, pain, and death.

Kayalun:
He is a vagabond, a drunk thief, and a mercenary who is willing to 
risk his life just because.
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have lived as members of society and citizens of the Ethnias since 
the dawn of time. In fact, they were rulers of the ancient nations 
and they helped forge the civilizations we know today.  
 Creation and destruction are the two ambivalent forms of 
nature that intertwine to create change, evolution, and life. The 
Sil are aligned to the Essence of Creation and they are symbols of 
Prosperity and Beauty. Their very essence, their energy, and their 
existence allow them to feed everything they see and touch with a 
subtle, almost invisible, aura of life. Many believe them to be dei-
ties, and many worship them or consider them special creatures. In 
the very Essence of Creation, however, there is a darkness all too 
common to us. This darkness is the Essence of Destruction and it 
is latent within every Sil. Should a Sil succumb to this, their aura 
would change to be in tune with the Sanctity of Destruction. A Sil 
that has undergone this change is known as Id. 

The Id

 The Id are Sil who once lived as regular members of society, 
but who, at some point, lost their connection to life and were driven 
towards the very Essence of Destruction: destruction of the body, 
the mind, and the soul. They live in anger and they hate everything 
that exists for it is their drive and necessity to end all. They hide 
from an outside world they can no longer comprehend, but still 
manage to live in calmness, maintaining their graceful and noble 
ways. They understand the Essence of the world in a way few ever 
will and, as a consequence, they have deep emotional and rational 
justifications for their actions. Their souls are driven by desire and 
their inner most primitive and fundamental passions are their most 
important concerns. And so, they live with the constant necessity to 
obtain what they want regardless of the cost. 
 Obsessed with power, the Id have been known to gain im-
pressive control of Saeia through cruel and obscure sacrifices. Their 
very auras absorb the life of everything they come close to and store 
this life and power within them. Consequently, beings that live near 
them age faster, become ill, develop various cancer-like conditions, 

and tend to plummet into the abyss of death all too prematurely. 
This all happens even if the Id has no intention of causing harm. In 
fact, being an Id is not always a choice, it’s sometimes a curse. An Id 
must not be allowed to live, for many will suffer and fade under the 
flames of their ever growing power. Therefore, the Scian Templar 
of the Cerian Tree of Thought hunt the Id in an attempt to destroy 
them before they become an unstoppable threat. 

Cerian Tree of Thought

 In the universe of Eoris there is a religious organisation 
called the Cerian Tree of Thought. This foundation is the universe’s 
largest and most powerful religious organisation. It is conformed by 
twenty-four different branches called Emblems. Each Emblem has 
a different philosophical consideration of reality, the Great Spirit, 
and existence. Although in some cases these Emblems deny each 
other’s philosophy, they coexist in unity and relative harmony. The 
ambiguity of opposing one another and living in symbiosis within 
a single organization is all a part of the institution’s natural and 
fundamental structure. According to the Cerian, the confronta-
tion of different ideological positions regarding the Great Spirit and 
existence shall eventually lead them to the underlying principle of 
existence: the Truth. 
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This interactive structure of religion and philosophy embraces all 
considerations of what her spiritual and scientific nature is, allowing 
almost every individual to have a place within the Cerian Tree of 
Thought. Thus, this organisation encourages its members to gather 
and discuss various aspects of reality and to find new ways to un-
derstand existence. 
 The organisation is so powerful that the members of the 
Emblems were given the holy duty to protect the world order by 
travelling to the confines of the universe to divulge the voice of 
their Emblems. Those charged with this duty are known as Scian 
Templar. Since many wars have persisted throughout, most Scian 
Templar have become warriors that seek to fulfil their Emblems’ ul-
timate goal. Ultimately. Almost every single powerful organisation 
in Ystaria and its nearby galactic systems has been touched by the 
Cerian Tree of Thought in one way or another.
 Although the Cerian Tree of Thought in general seeks to 
protect life, some have no consideration regarding life and may even 
seek to end it as part of their philosophy. The Scian Templar are 
chosen from amongst the people because of a special power they 

During the Tenth Age, the Scian were one of the most respected 
spiritual, diplomatic and cultural ambassadors in the universe. 

The Scian Templar

 The Scian Templar are members of the Cerian Tree of 
Thought and, consequently, belong to one of the twenty-four dif-
ferent Emblems. They have been trained in the art of tactics and 
combat in order to face the different threats that may endanger 
the peoples of Eoris, its Ethnias, and the nations of deep space. 
Since they are devoted followers of the Cerian Tree of Thought’s 
doctrine, they are more generally interested in knowledge and phi-
losophy than they are in power. In the eyes of the general public, 
their Divine Duty is to protect and serve all life. In this Adventure, 
three of these Scian Templar (the Characters) have been given the 
mission to hunt down an Id. The three Templar have been trained 
to accomplish this difficult task, but they know they must hurry or 
the Id they hunt may gain a power they cannot overcome. 

A Cerian combat vehicle like the one used by Kriss.
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have: the ability to instinctively use Saeia through 
the power of their Auras (they are Contacts). 





EVENT ONE: GUILTY
 The story begins with Kriss, a Cypher commander of the 
Empire of Eonir and a Templar of Solaria, who received orders 
from his Emblem’s headquarters. Summoned by his leader, Kriss 
son of Ardaraan, descendant of the architects of the Great Tower, 
and Commander of Eonir, travelled from the Red Moon to fulfil 
his holy mission as a Templar of Solaria. His blade is needed in the 
Aia, the surface of Planet Eoris, and so, he travels swiftly to the land 
of Ceres to unite with two others like him. However, prior to his 
arrival he must visit the desert lands of Kay for his mission is one of 
great importance but also of great danger and he believes a man by 
the name of Kayalun has the skill to aid them in their mission. 
  Kriss travels onboard a flying vessel to the desert lands of 
Kay. There, in a nomad city called Kaiko*, he looks for his friend. 
They met a year ago in a battle in the northeast where a tragic event 
marked their lives. Believing he can find Kayalun, Kriss visits a 
residence of meditation for monks. According to the information 
gathered through the Universal Information Network, this is where 
he was last seen.**
 Kriss, however, has a hard time finding Kayalun. He can 
either look around or ask the monks for information, but they are 
meditating and it is considered an insult to disturb them. Kriss has 
two options: If he chooses to ask a monk, the monk leader, who   
enters the great hall at that moment, will be angered. To apeace 
the monk, Kriss must roll a successful Charisma + Empathy Check 
with a Difficulty Number equal to the monk’s Emotional Resis-

CHAPTER ONE: THE FINDING

* The nomad cities of Kay move about on the backs of large colossi. Kaiko is 
a brobdingnagian reptilian creature with a very long tail and short but strong 
arms with powerful claws that dig deep into the sand of the deserts. She has a 
series of coloured feathers that rise high into the air casting their shadows over 
the small stone and wood residences.
** Travelling through this city with his armour and his weapons might encour-
age the eager warriors of the city to challenge Kriss. The heat however is not a 
complication for Kriss’ armour regulates his body temperature.
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Summary: 
 A group of three Templar from different Emblems and dif-
ferent Ethnias have been assembled to stop a new threat: the rise of 
an Id, a Sil that has been turned into an enemy of life. Hence, the 
Templar must travel to the Palace of Shaballa found in the once 
forgotten land of Haaren in the Ethnia of Ceres to find the Id and 
destroy it. Kriss, the leader of the team, travels to the lands of the  
Ethnia of Kay to find an old friend named Kayalun and convince 
him to join him in the destruction of the Id. Kriss strongly believes 
in his friend’s talents and so he ventures into the chaotic city of 
Kaiko. There, in a temple, he finds his old friend and convinces him 
to join their quest. Together they travel upon Kriss’ airship to the 
land of Ceres. 
 Meanwhile, at their destination, the village of Haaren, 
Jaaren, a powerful Scian Templar of Eonir, awaits patiently in the 
house of an ambassador who has offered his help in the matter. 
There, Jaaren meets Lynn, a noble princess from the rival Ethnia 
of Inariel. Their people have endured a long history of cultural fray, 
war and hatred. Thus, Jaaren does not wish to let her march by his 
side. The tense situation explodes when he discovers that Lynn not 
only belongs to an Ethnia he distrusts but is also something else, 
something he fears: a Kiel, a Dragon of the Void. These Dragons are 
aligned to the Essence of Destruction and have on ocassion been 
known to serve the Id for they share a single nature. 
 During the confrontation, the truths of their past sins are 
revealed. Silence is all that remains. Although friendship between 
them is impossible at this time, they will have to collaborate as allies 
in the mission to destroy the Id for this demon threatens everyone. 
Kriss and Kayalun arrive and meet Jaaren and Lynn in the ambas-
sadors house. There, the group gathers and moves towards the Pal-
ace of Shaballa to face the Id and accomplish their mission. And so 
begins their quest.



one hour searching in vain for every failed Aura Check against Kay-
alun. Kriss eventually finds Kayalun resting under the shade of a 
tree that lies close to the edge of the moving city. Kayalun immedi-
ately recognizes Kriss for they had been members of the same unit 
in the special mission that drastically changed their lives. 

tance. If Kriss is successful in his Charisma + Empathy Check, the 
monk is pleased with his presence. Otherwise, the Narrator must 
roll a Wrath Psychological Impulse Check for the monk. If the Nar-
rator rolls no Successes, the monk will remain calm. If at least one 
Success is rolled, the monk will be offended by Kriss’ presence.

Monk: Emotional Resistance = 7 / Wrath = 1

Failure: If the monk is not apeaced, Kriss will have to pay for his 
offence by spending four hours meditating with the monks. Of 
course, Kriss can choose not to do this, but his sense of duty is 
strong and, as a Commander of Eonir, he feels he must not dam-
age the image of his glorious Ethnia. Thus, in order to ignore the 
monk’s petition, the player must roll a Duty Check and have no 
Successes. 
 If Kriss decides to comply with the monk’s petition, they 
will both meditate for some time. And, if Kriss is able to meditate 
for four hours, the monk will be really glad he met him and will 
offer his unconditional help. However, Kriss must roll a Willpower 
Check in order to resist four hours of continuous meditation, some-
thing he has never done before. To acomplish this he must roll at 
least one Success. If he does so, the monk will give him a gift: Sign 
of Foresight (see Equipment).

Success: If the monk remains calm, he will be glad to be meeting 
the Eonirian commander and will tell him where Kayalun can be 
found. 

Kriss chooses to find Kayalun by himself:

 To find Kayalun without the monks’ assistance Kriss must 
roll an Aura Check; the easiest to find someone he has already met. 
Seeking to neglect his duties as an inhabitant of the temple, Kayalun 
frequently quietens his Aura in an attempt to remain undetected. 
For this reason, both Players must roll a Versus Aura Check and the 
Player with the highest number of Successes wins. He will spend 
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Read this out loud:

 More than two years ago, Loren, a tribe northeast of Kay, was 
accused of corruption and heresy. The bureaucrats that governed it had 
lost their power to the military reign of a dictator who was assembling 
a secret army. Soldiers of Eonir made their way through the capital of 
Loren to dissolve the dictator’s power by murdering her and seizing 
control of the Royal Palace. The operation was organized by the Empire 
of Eonir and executed by four Elite Cyphers (warriors).
 You two remember all this for you were part of the assault team 
and the only ones who survived the raid. Your success gave you a pres-
tigious reputation, one that you both deserve and regret. The events of 
that night still reverberate in your souls. You know that the spirit of war 
was unleashed when you murdered the beloved dictator. This started a 
wave of riots and civil chaos that justified Eonir in what would have 
been an otherwise ilicit invasion of Loren. An event so devastating that 
more than two million lives were lost after a year of confrontations.
 This was exactly what a secret society of powerful Nobles in 
Loren had wanted. They had planned to use the insurrection to justify 
the invasion. Then, by using the souls of those who perished in the con-
flict, they could feed the core engines of Arie Aions* to create what they 
believed would be an indestructible army. The Ethnia of Eonir had 
been deceived. The menace of a tribe with such a powerful army should 
never have been set lose. The angered Empire destroyed the entire tribe 
of Loren leaving nothing but a barren, frozen land. Many died in that 
war. You remember every second of it with great pain and, sometimes, 
even guilt in your hearts.
 
(Stop reading out loud and let 
the Players interact/talk for a while.)



 Eventually, Kriss should speak to Kayalun of the mission in 
Ceres. He should explain the situation and convince him to participate. 
If Kayalun refuses, despite his natural interest in the quest at hand, 
Kriss may try to convince him by rolling: Charisma or Mind + Entice 
or Empathy (depending on how Kriss is trying to convince him). Cha-
risma if Kriss is attempting to befriend Kayalun or make him feel for 
what is to happen if he does not participate; Entice if Kriss is trying to 
persuade Kayalun through other means, such as appealing to Kayalun’s 
pride or greed. In order to be successful, Kriss must generate Emotional 
Damage equal to or higher than Kayalun’s Emotional Resistance in a 
single roll.
 If Kriss is successful, Kayalun must roll a Check on a specified 
Psychological Impulse depending on the situation (in this case, Duty, 
Justice, or even Kindness or Valour); the Narrator must decide which 
Psychological Impulse depending on the method used by Kriss to con-
vince Kayalun. If Kayalun rolls at least one Success, he is driven to fol-
low that Psychological Impulse; hence, agreeing to accompany Kriss. 
If Kayalun rolls no Successes, Kriss’s actions are fruitless. Kriss may 
try once for every Willpower Point he has, but he will have one (1) Die 
Penalty in his Dice Pool for every failed Check. If Kriss is definitely un-
able to convince Kayalun, he can rely on the Law of Eríhn, something 
that Kayalun may not refuse (see below). 

* Arie Aions are large and powerful bodies made of a material known as Universal 
Matter. They are extremely powerful vehicles. The nature of the Arie Aions allows 
the pilot to instinctively use very powerful Saeia. The strong, swift, and almost inde-
structible body of the Arie Aions is made from the vanishing life-waves of those who 
pass away. For this reason, creating and using Arie Aions is strictly forbidden by the 
Council of Atara and the Ethnias of Eoris.
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The Law of Eríhn

 In Kay, to impose one’s will over another, one must invoke the 
Law of Eríhn, under which two individuals fight for supremacy. The 
victor is entitled to impose his will. In order to invoke the Law, one 
must simply speak the name of the Kayens’ King: Kannon. The Kayen 
King must be ready to face any opponent that wishes to take his place. 



Thus, the mere mention of his name is enough to call upon 
the Law of Eríhn.
 If Kayalun is determined not to go, Kriss will have 
to use this Law for he knows Kayalun would never refuse 
it. Be sure to let Kriss’ Player know of this Law before he 
finds Kayalun. Kayalun may also decide to invoke this Law 
at any moment and, although Kriss may refuse since he is 
not a citizen of Kay, he must first roll a Pride Check. If at 
least one Success is rolled by Kriss, he will want to fight and 
set the name of his Ethnia’s warriors up high. Nevertheless, 
if Kriss is defeated, he would lose his title as the leader of 
the Scian Templar during this mission for he would have 
to serve the will of Kayalun. If Kriss wishes to resist this, 
the Player must roll a Duty Check with a penalty equal to 
his Pride Score; otherwise, Kriss and Kayalun will have no 
alternative but to face each other in combat. 
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Physical Combat: (optional)

 Kriss and Kayalun face each other to determine 
leadership. The battle is not supposed to be lethal, so, if a 
warrior is close to death, they must roll a Valour Check to 
continue fighting. In any case, the other warrior must roll 
a Kindness Check before continuing. If Kriss wins, Kay-
alun follows him. If Kayalun wins, he becomes the leader 
of the team by decree of the Law of Eríhn and travels to 
the palace with Kriss as a member of the team. Something 
he is not only not prepared to do, but also something he 
dislikes. Kayalun may roll a Duty Check to see if he follows 
the laws of his people. If he rolls no Successes, he would be 
inclined to give the title back to Kriss. If he rolls at least one 
Success, he would be inclined to keep the title. Eventually, 
both warriors should be travelling to Ceres and the Palace 
of Shaballa. 

End of first event.



EVENT TWO: ANCIENT SIN
 In the village of Haaren, a Templar of Neiu named Jaaren 
rests while waiting for the other members of the team to arrive. He 
resides in the house of an ambassador who has offered his help in 
the matter. For days he has been meditating and training in silence 
for he still considers himself a murderer and wishes to find redemp-
tion, to be forgiven, and to forget, but nightmares still accompany 
him every night. These dreams bring memories of his actions (see 
Jaaren’s story). Restless, he leaves the house using his wheelchair 
seeking comfort in the shadows of the forest and the light of Ush-
uala (the Blue Moon). Upon his return to the ambassador’s house, 
he finds that a new member of the team has arrived: Lynn, a noble 
princess of Inariel. 
 During the wars of the Rebirth and up to this day, Inariel 
has been Eonir’s greatest enemy for the people of Eonir consider 
the citizens of Inariel to be traitors of the universal order. Likewise, 
Lynn and the citizens of her beautiful Ethnia have been unable to 
tolerate the rough and brutal ways of Eonir. As enemies, their cul-
tures have forever competed in military power, social order, and 
spiritual temperance. Lynn and Jaaren’s eyes meet. But, while Lynn 
can control herself easily and forget the crimes perpetrated upon the 
members of her Ethnia by Eonir, Jaaren is more susceptible to An-
ger. Thus, he must roll a Wrath Check and roll no Successes in order 
to remain calm. If he rolls at least one Success, he will succumb to 
his anger.
 Let the players interact for a while regardless of the result. 
If Jaaren is angered and the situation becomes tense, he must roll a 
Patience Check to see if he is able to control himself or if he will re-
sort to insults or violence. In any case, Lynn can always try to calm 
him down. To do this, she must roll Mind, Charisma or Presence 
+ Empathy with a Difficulty Number equal to Jaaren’s points in 
Emotional Resistance. If she is successful, Jaaren will have to roll a 
Wrath Check again. In the unlikely event that Jaaren rolls no Suc-
cesses, he will calm down and they may interact for a while under 
“peaceful” terms. 

 If, for some reason, Lynn happens to mention that she was 
once a Kiel or if Jaaren is successful at an Awareness + Aura Check, 
Jaaren must roll a Wrath Check again, but this time with a bonus of 
2 dice (since this would be something that would really anger him). 
If at least one Success is rolled, then, in his ignorance, he is infuri-
ated believing that Lynn is nothing but a traitor or spy for, in his 
heated mind, there is no way a Kiel can be anything but a servant of 
the Id. If this happens, a Physical Encounter may occur. Since both 
were once cold-blooded warriors, they are now extremely aware of 
the consequences of killing. For this reason, if either come close to 
dealing a final blow, they must roll a Kindness Check. If at least one 
Success is rolled, then that person will restrain himself from dealing 
the deadly attack. If, however, one of the Characters does try to kill 
the other in a final blow, the Narrator should intervene. Suggestion: 
narrating a flashback of who they once were, a vision of their past 
sins, having the Character slip and fall as if through a twist of fate 
or having the other Characters arrive on scene. 
 During or before the fight, Lynn can use her knowledge of 
Jaaren’s past to her advantage*. If at any point she mentions Jaaren’s 
story, his Emotional Status will be automatically moved two spaces 
towards the Depressed extreme in the Emotional Status Grid. This 
will give Jaaren a two (2) dice penalty to his Dice Pool for all actions 
until he recovers his original Emotional Status (at Narrator’s discre-
tion). 
 However, Jaaren’s grief reminds Lynn of her own past forc-
ing her to roll an Emotional Barrier check to see if she too is affected 
by the ghosts of her past. If no Successes are rolled, she is overcome 
with sorrow. At this point, Lynn’s Emotional Status will be auto-
matically moved one space towards the Depressed extreme in the 
Emotional Grid. This will imply a one (1) Dice Pool penalty.
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* Lynn performed a background check on all the team members (except on Kay-
alun) before accepting this mission. Thus, she knows the stories of all Characters 
except Kayalun’s. 



 If no fight occurs, 
both simply come to 
terms with their situation 
and spend the night wait-
ing for the other members 
of the team to arrive**. At 
dawn, Jaaren and Lynn’s 
Emotional Status will be 
back to normal.
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** Although Kayalun’s home-
land is an independent Eth-
nia, all Ethnias of the Realm 
of Mia (Kay, Inariel, and In-
aoris) offer allegiance to all of 
their Realm’s nobles, regard-
less of their independent Eth-
nia. This tradition is so strong 
that even someone with such a 
poor sense of duty as Kayalun 
feels compelled to obey the 
orders of Lynn, a noble of his 
Realm. 

End of Event two.



 The team finally arrives at the palace to be welcomed by 
two armoured soldiers who gracefully greet them and lead them 
into the vast palace. Inside, the team meets Arae, a beautiful and 
elegant woman who welcomes them offering shelter and food for 
the night. Her kind words and gentle demeanour are not entirely 
soothing, for the Templar can sense something is not right. Yet, 
they are worn-out from the previous battle. Nevertheless, both Arae 
and the Templar can sense what is to come. Foreseeing treason, the 
palace’s security systems are activated and the Templar hastily begin 
to move towards the master bedroom where the Id rests. 

EVENT ONE: VILLAGE OF HAAREN
 The Characters meet at the house of the Ambassador in the 
village of Haaren. Let the Characters interact for some time and 
then interrupt them by telling Kriss that time is running out and 
that they should get on the move. 

 CHAPTER 2: THE PALACE OF SHABALLA
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When they start their journey, read this out loud:

 The Village of Haaren once was a residence of harmony and 
prosperity where wealthy families lived peacefully for over twenty years 
in luxurious houses and flourishing gardens. Today, Haaren is a place 
marked by silence. The once crowded stone streets lay empty and only 
the vestiges of children’s games remain in the parks. Autum leaves adorn 
the streets and the waterfalls that encircle the village spread their dew 
throughout. The Light of the White Ring (Eoris’ sun) shines brightly 
through the leaves and the morning mist seems like shadows of moving 
winds in the distance. As you advance through the village, you notice 
how the changing winds seem somewhat obscure. Those of you who 
believe in omens feel uneasy (Kriss and Jaaren). You feel as if some un-
explainable forces are gathering here. 

(Stop reading out loud.)

 As the group advances through the village, the few people 
that still remain interrupt their chores to see them pass and to bow 
their heads in a sign of noble respect.

Summary:
 The team gathers at the ambassador’s house in the village 
of Haaren. It is an ancient building made of petrified wood and 
stone. The house is decorated with dozens of small antique marble 
statues, most of which represent creatures of different natures. The 
large halls and rooms are well suited to accommodate over twenty 
guests. In the courtyard, a large garden decorates the hangar where 
Kriss’ airship landed. The house is three stories high and has over 
forty rooms, including two kitchens, an auditorium, a library, and 
a large studio where a round table rests in front of a large window 
that overlooks the village.
 Somwhere in the house, the four meet to plan their incur-
sion into the Palace of Shaballa. After some planning and prepara-
tions, the group begins their journey through the village and to-
wards the palace. As they walk through the village, they realize that 
something is wrong for the streets are mostly empty, the villagers 
are silent, and the children seem frightened. A mild mist fills the 
silent streets. They now understand Haaren’s sorrow. 
 A group of villagers suddenly approach them to speak of 
a terrible illness that has engulfed their mountain. According to 
them, the spirit of their mountain is withering due to a fatal, in-
curable wound. Since the Lady of their village has forever locked 
herself away refusing to cure the wound, the spirit will surely die. 
The party realizes that the power of the Id has spread throughout 
these lands instilling a fate of dissolution upon the mountain. After 
stumbling upon this knowledge, they hurry towards the Palace to 
prepare for a battle they all silently fear. 
 Rushing through the green forest pathway and deafened by 
the roaring chant of a nearby cataract, the team is suddenly am-
bushed by a group of four strange creatures – half men and half 
metal, bearing heavy swords – that move furiously towards them. 
After a fierce confrontation, the team notices that the bodies of 
these creatures are not natural; it seemed as if something had de-
ranged them and turned their bodies into what they are.



 Have all Players roll a Senses + Empathy Check. 
Those who roll at least one Success notice a strange sad-
ness in the villagers. 
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If the Players wish to 
inquire  about the villager’s 
sorrow, Read this out load:

 As you approach one of the villagers, others come 
closer and soon you find yourselves surrounded by a small 
crowd. They are not being rude or aggressive in any way. 
Instead, they seem humble, sad, and eager to speak yet ap-
parently unwilling to break the silence of their village. As 
soon as you open your mouth, one of them interrupts you. 
He is a man of great stature and gentle manners. He bows 
as he speaks and with a strong and hurried voice he says, 
“In the name of Haaren we welcome you to our village 
with gracefulness and gratitude, but also with great pain 
and humility.” The other villagers bow as well and, in si-
lence, all await for your response. 

(Stop reading out loud.)

 The villagers explain that their Lord and Lady, 
the Masters of the Palace, have forgotten about their 
holy chore to periodically heal the Animal Spirit named 
Ishequevaria who is bound to the life of the mountain. 
This creature bears an incurable wound that would 
cause him to perish were he not to be blessed by the 
Sil’s Breath of Life once every thirty days. The death 
of this creature would make the mountain a desert for 
many years. 
 The forests have begun to wither and die; the 
rivers and waterfalls have dead fish that have fallen prey 
to an illness that is starting to reach the village; and 
harvests are rotting under dark and heavy clouds that 
carry storms of lightning and fire. In order to save the 



mountain, the Animal Spirit must be saved. However, no villager 
has the courage or the ability to aid such a creature. They believe 
that this Spirit resides within the Palace of Shaballa.
 The Villagers (as a group) roll Charisma (2) + Empathy (2) 
+ Bonus (2) (this Bonus is due to their pitiful situation). This means 
the Villagers have a Dice Pool of six (6) dice. Their Emotional Dam-
age is five (5).
 The villagers (through the Narrator) will roll the above So-
cial Interaction Check for every Character in an attempt to gen-
erate Emotional Damage. If they surpass a Character’s Emotional 
Resistance, then that Character must roll a Patience Check. Any 
Character that fails the Patience Check will hastily advance towards 
the palace without any consideration for their own safety. Also, the 
Characters that fail will suffer a 50% penalty to their Dice Pool in 
any Senses + Awareness Checks during the remainder of this event 
and during the next event because they feel the need to accomplish 
their mission with haste. However, if a Character rolls no Successes 
in the Patience Check but still wishes to remain patient, they can 
consume one of their Patience Points. (Patience Points are recovered 
at Narrators discretion.)

End of first event.

EVENT TWO: THE DARK FIGURE
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When the Characters continue 
on their way to the Palace, read this out loud:

 As you exit the village, you notice a colossal cataract that adorns 
the pathway to the palace. On your left, you can see a deep precipice 
that ends on a blue lake and, to your right, you can see a deep green 
forest with penetrating, beaming lights. You can also see a wooden fence 
that frames the stone path that leads directly to the Palace of Shaballa. 
This fortress was built during the Fourth Age and it is a witness of time 
and creation in the continent of Ceres. 

(Stop reading out loud.)

 As the players advance let them interact. Lynn, for example, 
can use the information in the Character Profiles to begin interest-
ing discussions. If there is little discussion, simply describe the path 
as they move through the mountain and into a place where the 
storming sound of a river can be heard.
 Have all Players roll Senses + Awareness. Those who roll at 
least one Success will notice a dark figure that looks at them in the 
distance of the moss-filled forest. The figure simply watches them 
silently without moving. As they continue walking, the Templar 
suddenly encounter a group of heavily-armed warriors rushing out 
of the forest and into the passage-way in an attempt to ambush 
them. Have all Players roll a Senses + Awareness Check again. Those 
who succeed will notice the coming foes and may decide to roll an 
Initiative Check. Those who fail this Check will be caught unaware 
and may not act in the first combat Round. 

Tactics: Kriss may roll a Mind + Tactics Check to prevent the 
armoured warriors from achieving a successful ambush. The sug-
gested Difficulty Number for this Check is three (3). For every 
two (2) Successes above this Difficulty Number, Kriss will be able 
to act during an entire Round while the armoured soldiers can-
not act. If Kriss accomplishes this level of success in his Tactics 



Check, it means that he used a 
strategy that completely annulled 
the movements and actions of the 
opponents. The other Players must 
roll a Mind + Dexterity Check to 
determine if they understood the 
strategy. If so they will also recieve 
this advantage. 
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Encounter:

Armoured Warriors (page 63)
Number of Opponents: 3

Results:
- Any Character that suffers one or 
more Injuries will be seriously hurt 
and will need medical attention. 
- For every Injury suffered, a Char-
acter must move their Appearance 
Status by two (2) points/levels to-
wards the Rough state. 
- The armoured creatures bear 
nothing but fused metal and skin. 
Not even their swords can be sepa-
rated from their hands. 

After the battle, the Characters re-
alise that the dark figure that was 
looking at them has vanished. 

End of event 2 



EVENT THREE: THE PALACE OF SHABALLA
 After the battle is over, all Characters should, presumably, 
continue towards the Palace. If they return to the village for aid, 
they will receive help but they will have to wait for two days for 
each Injury to heal. So, if a Character suffered two Injuries, they 
will only recover four days after the medical treatment. Let the days 
pass whilst explaining the cold and silent situation of the dying 
mountain. The ambassador that offered his house pre-paid all ser-
vices the Templar might need in the village so forget about prices 
and money. After one day of rest, all Characters may recover their 
original Appearance Status.

Appearance:

 In the Essence System a Character’s general appearance can 
change. The Appearance Status Grid is used to represent a Charac-
ter’s current general appearance. To change a Character’s appear-
ance, a Player must roll a Presence + Appearance Skill Check; if 
successful, the Player may change the current position in the grid 
by one dot/space in only one direction. 

In the Rough-Elegant axis, the Difficulty Number for this type 
of Check is determined by the following formula: 
 2 + the number of dots between the Rough extreme and the 
Player’s desired position. 

In the Menacing-Approachable axis, the Difficulty Number is 
determined by the following formula: 
 2 + the number of dots between the Character’s current po-
sition and the target position.

 Characters may use their skills to improve the way they look 
before entering the palace. Auxiliary items may provide bonuses 
when trying to change their appearance. In becoming more elegant, 
for example, elements such as a comb, a shower, soap, and perfume 
imply a Bonus in the Dice Pool at Narrator’s discretion. 

Read this out loud:

 The path leads you to a wide river that ends in an imposing 
waterfall where the great Palace of Shaballa slumbers. The structure is 
partially submerged under the surface of the river whilst three solemn 
and magnificent levels reach high into the sky. A sign in front of you 
reads in Ceresian “Le taaroun virth” (which means “Entrance of the 
Earth”). The huge palace entrance is made of a white crystal-like rock. 
In ritual silence two elegant, well-armoured soldiers approach and 
kneel gracefully as a welcome. They then lead you into a vast hall where 
two ancient, ruined statues lie. The soldiers retreat in reveared silence. 
You notice how small streams of river water are channelled through the 
halls of the palace. Imbued by means of Saeia, the water is given colour 
and lighting the entire hall in a veiled, silent, eerie green hue.

(Stop reading out loud.)
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In the hall

 Once inside the Characters notice vastly detailed carvings 
on the walls that illustrate the story of an old man who, consumed 
by guilt, sought to be slain by the animals he had for so long hunted 
for food. The creatures feed from the green, not the red. It was not 
in their nature to eat him. His guilt was apeaced when he realised 
that an enourmous bear had been following his trail and now stood 
before him. Eventually, the old man meets his end in the beast’s 
jaws. 

 After a short period of time, the Characters should begin 
to wonder what is going on, why they were expected, and why they 
have not been greeted by a proper palace escort. Two guards en-
ter after a few minutes and close the large stone doors. Before the 
Characters can begin to speak to them they see a woman entering 
the hall. She bows gently and with a very soft, penetrating voice 
she welcomes them to the palace. She speaks the language of Ceres 
and quickly changes to the common tongue so that everyone may 
understand: 



“Kal um neygh Haaren, verst icht 
nirr Arae... (interrupts) Welcome to 
Haaren’s vigil, the Palace of Shabal-
la, my name is Arae.”
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Arae
 Arae is a tall and slender 
woman whose body is covered by 
a long and finely-elaborate red and 
pearl-grey dress. It is adorned by 
silver and black crystal petals that 
emit a particular ringing sound as 
she moves. She appears to be no 
more than 30 years old, but her 
sparkling eyes speak of more win-
ters past. Her eyes glow vibrantly 
and her seemingly ethereal hair 
sometimes lets subtle gusts of elec-
tricity flow through her body. 
 Her very presence intimi-
dates the guards who silently wait 
at her side and, yet, she is alluring 
and captivating to the visitors. At-
tention is drawn from her beauty 
only by the fact that  she belongs to 
a very rare race of Eorisian. Never-
theless, behind all that beauty and 
those strong eyes, sadness spreads 
as a whisper through her soul. 
Consumed by the fires in their 
veins, members of her species do 
not live long. The Characters know 
her end is surely near. She will only  
see the flowers bloom once more, 
and then she will fall before the 
leaves from the trees. 



* Remember: if a Character has more Stress Points than Willpower Points, he 
will necessarily succumb to his Psychological Impulses. 

 Arae welcomes the Characters and offers them something 
to drink and eat. If the Characters accept her offering they are taken 
to the closest dining hall (see maps), but, if they refuse, then Arae 
begins to walk towards the palace interior. In this case, if the Char-
acters follow her, she inquires about the nature of their visit as they 
all move towards a garden. The guards follow closely behind. How-
ever, if the Characters do not follow her, she will stop and, with a 
slightly enticing voice and gesture, ask if everything is alright. 
 The men in the party must roll a Lust Check. If they roll 
at least one Success, then they gladly go with her with no regard 
for those who wish to stay behind. If they wish to control their Im-
pulse, the Characters will suffer one point of Stress* .
 If the group is divided, Arae orders two or three guards to 
attack each group of Templar. 

If the Characters still refuse to move:

 Let the Characters speak with her for a while. If they inform 
her of the purpose of their visit, she retreats leaving her guards to 
protect her and sounds a general alarm. If the Characters are more 
diplomatic, she offers to go with them to the dining hall and speak 
of important matters. There, Arae plans to meet 2 other guards and 
dispose of the Templar. All male Characters will have to roll a Lust 
Check. The ones that roll at least one Success follow her or suffer 
one point of Stress*.

 What is going on:

 In addition to being the Guardian Mistress of the Palace 
and the head servant of the Sil, Arae is also one of the few who 
knows her master’s secret. She knows why the Templar are here and 
wants to prevent them from reaching the second floor of the palace 
where her master resides. The guards sense something is not right, 
but they completely ignore what is going on. They are loyal servants 
to their lady and will do what they are told without questioning. 

 Arae needs to get rid of the Templar as silently and as quick-
ly as possible for, if her new master, senses their presence he could 
be angered and the entire palace and its inhabitants would swiftly 
feel his wrath. She plans to take them to a dining hall where she can 
offer them food and drink as a distraction. Here, guards are waiting 
for them.
 If she is unable to take them to the dining hall, she will try 
to offer them rooms for the night and use a more subtle method to 
destroy them in their sleep. If the Templar do not want to spend the 
night, she will have no other choice than to sound a general alarm 
and try to dispose of them right where they stand.
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If the Templar do not follow 
her to the dining room, Arae Says: 
Read this out loud

 I notice you are tired. I could have the servants prepare a room 
for you to spend the night. My master would gladly meet you for dinner, 
but she has very recently given birth and she is still very weak. Please 
accept my offer for it is impossible for her to see you today. 

(Stop reading out loud.)

 If the Characters wish to rest, they may spend the remain-
der of the day looking around and visiting different parts of the 
palace. The Characters will eventually notice that the access to the 
second floor is heavily guarded. If at any point they act in any man-
ner that appears suspicious, Arae will notice this and send guards to 
find them. If this happens, the Characters can either refuse to fol-
low the guards’ orders (go to Option A1) or comply with the orders 
given by the guards (go to Option A2).

Option A1:
 As soon as the Characters refuse to follow orders, the guards 
surround them and order them to wait for their commander to 
come. If the Characters decide to move, a battle between the two 
groups begins. If the Characters decide to wait patiently, Arae will 



arrive to inform the guards that the commander is not com-
ing and that the master’s orders are to hastily dispose of the 
intruders. The guards respond with gentle words insisting that 
the Scian Templar are never intruders, but symbols of God in 
this forsaken land. Arae gazes deeply into their eyes and starts 
to retreat. The guards turn to the Characters and regretfully 
unsheathe their swords as they get ready to attack.
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Read this out loud:

 You can see the shame and sorrow in the eyes of the four 
guards that surround you. Bittersweet victory awaits them if the 
outcome of a battle against a Templar group were ever to be success-
ful. You can sense their regret in having reported your wrongdoings, 
not because they fear death, but because they lament their impend-
ing heresy.

(Stop reading out loud.)

Encounter

Soldiers of Shaballa (page 63)
Number of Opponents: 4 to 6

 At the end of this battle, the entire palace is put on alert. 
When this happens, the Templar know that the palace will 
forcefully defend itself and that they are now in grave danger.
 
THE CHAPTER ENDS HERE. 
GO TO CHAPTER 3.

Option A2
 The Characters are given a place to sleep depending on their 
current Appearance Status: if they managed to reach the palace in 
optimum conditions, they are given a place to sleep on the second 
floor; if, however, they are ‘Rough’ or close to being ‘Rough’, they 
will sleep on the first floor. 



Appearance Status and the place where they sleep:

First Floor – Guest Rooms: If at least one of the Characters has an 
Appearance Status of one (1) point towards the Elegant Extreme, 
they will all sleep on the first floor. 

Second Floor –Important Guest Accommodation: If at least one 
of the Characters has an Appearance Status of two (2) points to-
wards the Elegant Extreme, they will all sleep on the second floor.

Second Floor – Guest of Honour Accommodation: If at least one 
of the Characters has an Appearance Status of three (3) or more 
points towards the Elegant extreme, they will all sleep on the sec-
ond floor and the servants will provide them with food and re-
freshment. All Characters must roll a Temptation Check: nothing 
happens to those who roll no Successes; those who roll at least one 
Success drink too much alcohol (unless they are convinced oth-
erwise). Anyone who drinks too much must roll a Constitution + 
Resilience Check:

Zero (0) Successes = Extremely drunk, hammered
One (1) Success = Drunk
Two (2) Successes = Buzzed or Tipsy 
Three (3) Successes = Character is unaffected by the alcohol

Second Floor centre platform Sil Accommodation: If all Char-
acters have an Appearance Status of at least two (2) points towards 
the Elegant extreme and if at least one of them has four (4) points 
towards the Elegant extreme, they all sleep on the second floor. This 
is an innocent mistake made by the guards. They assume that the 
Templar must belong to a high caste of nobles who deserve to be 
treated with the outmost respect. Because the palace is conscious, 
the guards heed its advice. It insists that the Templar be treated with 
the highest degree of reverence. Arae would have never allowed the 
Templar into the second floor centre platform for obvious reasons. 
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 During sleep, they are all caught in a shared dream. If the 
Characters slept at the second floor centre platform, go to Chapter 
4 right after the dream.

at once. The sudden awakening of the four warriors surprises the 
guards and an encounter begins. 

Encounter

Soldiers of Shaballa (page 63)
Number of Opponent: 4 to 6

Note: Since the warriors have woken from a dream that predicted 
the current situation, they should have Initiative Bonuses at Narra-
tor’s discretion. 
 Remember that these guards are not wearing armour. Dis-
regard the specified armour values. 
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Read this out loud:

 You suddenly find yourselves looking at a hollow space where 
only vestiges of the palace seem to float or drift away. As you come near 
the pieces of the drifting palace, you begin to feel something strange.
 Suddenly, you are standing in a large round room with a beau-
tiful circular red carpet and four large intricately carved statues. At the 
centre, there is a fountain. Its drops never touch the floor. Instead, they 
are lifted slowly into the air towards a small lake that hangs inexpli-
cably from the ceiling. You then realize that the other group members 
are also there, but any words they seem to speak are lost in the space 
between. Unexpectedly, a door that didn’t seem to be there in the first 
place opens and a group of soldiers march in. You can see a dark figure 
behind them that looks at you. The soldiers suddenly attack!

(Stop reading out loud.)

Encounter

Soldiers of Shaballa (page 63)
Number of Opponent: 4 to 6

 Note: Since this is a dream, the Characters will not die nor 
suffer any true physical damage during this encounter. 
 After the battle is over, the Characters are suddenly woken 
by a resounding howl. Those who die in the dream-battle are fright-
ened and depressed and must shift their current Emotional Status 1 
point towards the Frightened and Depressed Emotional Extremes. 
This immediately lowers the Characters’ Social and Physical Action 
Dice Pools by 1 for at least one hour. The Templar are now faced 
with the challenge of survival in the palace. They know, or feel at 
least, that they are not welcome anymore.
 As soon as they wake they realise that four un-armoured 
guards have krept into the room and are ready to kill them all 

 
THE CHAPTER ENDS HERE. GO TO CHAPTER 3.
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CHAPTER 3: THE AWAKENED PALACE
Note: The entire palace is a powerful stronghold designed to 
protect its inhabitants from any exterior or interior threat. If the 
Security Systems are activated, the Characters will face constant 
opposition. All locks will be upgraded by one level (see map ex-
planation) and, every thirty minutes, a different Player will have 
to roll a Luck Check. If during a Character’s turn, that Charac-
ter fails the Luck Check, the party will be found by a group of 
soldiers (unles they each roll a succesful Stealth Check). Even 
if all Characters are successful during their Luck Check, thirty 
minutes after all the Players have had the opportunity to roll the 
dice, they will unavoidably encounter a Commander and four to 
six soldiers (at Narrator’s discretion). Fighting the commander 
will be quite tough, thus, the Players should try to avoid all other 
fights. 

Summary:
 Groups of soldiers and creatures commanded by the pal-
ace itself lurk in the shadows as guardians of the palace interior. 
The Templar advance quietly and with great caution while in-
specting the marvellous, yet terrifying, palace. Lynn is somehow 
able to delve within the palace’s information mainframe to gain 
access to a map that reveals the elevators that can take them to 
the master bedroom and a shrine where the Id lies. She realises 
that the palace Security Systems have not been activated. Some-
what confused by this unexpected aid, the Templar find no other 
reasonable course of action than to advance and face whatever 
traps may lay in wait. 
 The frightened Templar proceed through the dark palace 
halls prepared to meet what they fear will be the harshest chal-
lenge of their lives. Instead, they find that their path, although 
predictably dangerous due to the patrolling guards, is curiously 
unrestrained. A sudden darkness has been set upon the palace 
confusing the guards who do not understand nor question this 



for they trust the palace’s ancient Security Systems. For unknown 
reasons, the palace has not activated its natural defence systems and 
the patrolling guards are neither well armoured nor well equipped. 
Suddenly, the mission they came to fulfil seems possible.
 They advance towards the central chamber with great cau-
tion until they find their way to the third floor. Yet, as they ap-
proach the final elevator, they encounter Arae. Determined to fulfil 
their purpose, the Templar face her in a deadly battle. When the 
confrontation is over, the blood-filled garden becomes the tomb of 
the Templar’s enemy. As she dies, she reveals her true intentions. In 
her words lies a clue that might explain the reason why a servant of 
the Sil would aid an Id. The woman speaks of an oath that bound 
her to the Id upon his birth. Because she is so young, it stands to 
reason that the Id must still be a child.

will have a three (3) dice penalty to any Physical Action Check 
(except for Jaaren who can see in the infrared spectrum). Lynn may 
dispel the guard’s invisibility Saeia using her Dispel Aid Saeia Tune. 
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Read this out loud:

 As you move through the palace halls, you can hear running 
footsteps, clanging armour, and the sounds of concealed swords and oth-
er weapons. However, the security level seems suspisciously low for such 
an important place. Some lights have been dimmed, but, for the most 
part, the palace is submerged in utter darkness. The roaring sounds of 
all internal rivers and waterfalls are no longer silenced and the Palace 
Kaia sentries are nowhere to be seen. 

(Stop reading out loud.)

 
Stealth: 
 This skill represents the ability of a Character to go unde-
tected. When a Character is trying to avoid detection, have him roll 
Dexterity + Stealth and have whoever they are trying to avoid roll 
a Senses + Awareness Check. To avoid detection, a Character must 
roll more Successes than his opponent. This skill will definitely be 
used by the Characters as they move through the palace. Kayalun is 
very good at moving undetected and may lead the way through the 
palace. However, Kayalun is a greedy man. If he finds treasure in a 
room, he must roll a Greed Check: if he rolls at least one Success, 
he will be lured by the treasure of the palace. The palace’s wealth is 
guarded by creatures known as the Urthus Kaia, which are awak-
ened and materialized by thievery. 

Guard Invisibility:
 Any soldier considered to be on duty by the palace security 
systems is made invisible. This makes the patrolling guards almost 
imperceptible. 
 During combat against invisible opponents, all Characters 



The mission:
 Chapter 3 presents the team with an entire palace to ex-
plore. The Templar will find that both, its perils and its boons, await 
them. The sheer size of the palace and its inherent dangers should 
convince the Characters to try and reach the Sil Chambers as soon 
as possible. However, the entire palace has been provided in case the 
Characters wish to explore freely. 
 Feel free to come up with any side quests you might think 
appropriate. Remember that the Animal Spirit of the mountain rests 
somewhere within. Remember that the palace itself is as old as time 
and has sheltered generations of nobles and commoners alike. Take 
a long look at the maps and try to come up with new quests for the 
Characters to fulfill. Take into account the Characters’ stories, their 
relationships, and their origin both cultural and ideological.  
 The Templar must travel to the Palace Chambers and face 
the Id. According to the mission briefing, the Palace Chambers and 
Master Bedroom should be on the second or third floor. 

The Different Routes

 The Characters may take many different routes to reach the 
second floor and the Sil quarters. At some point they must use the 
elevators. There are two types of elevators; normal elevators that 
lead into the second floor far from the Sil quarters, and the Main 
Elevator that leads directly to the Palace Chambers or the central 
gardens in the basement and the interior lake. 

Activating the Main Elevator:
 In order to reach the Palace Chambers from the first floor, 
the Characters must activate the Main Elevator. To activate the El-
evator in the centre of the palace, Players must go to one of the four 
guardian towers and activate the Crystal that safeguards the only 
direct access to the Master Area through touch. There, they will 
learn of three other crystals. They must visit them all in order to 
activate the Main Elevator. The first three Crystals will ask them a 
question and the last one will speak to them. 

1. First Crystal: 

Question = Who are you? Correct answer: The Players must reveal 
their true identities.

2. Second Crystal:

Question = Why have you come here? Correct answer: The Players 
must reveal their mission. 

3. Third Crystal: 

Question = Why? Correct answer: The Players must provide an 
honest answer. 

 If the Characters fail to respond for three consecutive times 
to any of these questions, the Crystal will shut down and Guards 
will be summoned through teleportation into the Guard Towers. 
Have the Players roll a Aura + Spirit + Empathy Check. Whoever 
rolls 2 successes or more will sense the consciousness of Shaballa 
and her good intentions toward the group. If the Characters try to 
coerce the system through Saeia the crystals will immediately sum-
mon a guardian creature. However, the guardian creature should 
not be destroyed for this will immediatly activate the central Securi-
ty Systems denying access to the Second Floor. The Characters must 
roll a Security Systems + Senses Check to realize that the creatures 
must not be killed, only neutralized. 
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Encounter: 

Urthus Kaia (page 65)
Number of Opponents = 1

Note: If this opponent is destroyed, the elevator access will be com-
pletely shut-off and the Characters will have to take the smaller 
elevators found in other areas of the palace. These elevators do not 
need any special activation, but the journey to them is long and 
dangerous. If the Characters are able to use the central elevator, 
they will reach the centre of the second floor without further com-
plications. 



4. Fourth Crystal:
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read this out loud:

 Welcome, I am Shaballa, the consciousness of this pal-
ace. I have seen your progress as individuals and your efforts as 
a team and have come to understand your purpose. My master 
told me you would come. He told me to help you. Have I done a 
good job? Perhaps not for my body has begun to change and the 
will to protect my Lady is too strong. After all, you are intruders 
and my duty... no, my nature, is to protect her. 

(Stop reading out loud.)

 Let the Characters interact with the consciousness of 
Shaballa. Her personality is soft and soothing. She is as old 
as the palace, which was built aeons ago during the Fourth 
Age (this Adventure is taking place during the Tenth Age). 
However, the very presence of the Id is changing both her 
body (the structure of the palace) and her mind (the purpose 
of her existence). If nothing is done, the Id will soon gain ab-
solute control of Shaballa and, consequently, the Characters 
will have a new and extremely powerful enemy. 
 Shaballa, once a floating vessel of the Empire of 
Eonir, is connected through Saeia to a universal information 
network known as the Orus, the same network accessed by 
Lynn in the Library. Through it she has access to the infor-
mation that lies within the Eos. Although she does not have 
clearance to access all information, she does know the history 
of each party member including some personal data that only 
they and those very close to them know. 



After the Characters have talked to her and only if 
they have befriended her, read this out loud:

 I shall let you use the elevator that will take you to the Master 
Chamber. You will find her in the third floor in the palace’s shrine. I 
cannot take you there, but I can show you where to find the key to this 
place: it is in the pond beside the bed. Please do not fail. I will prevent 
the guards from reaching this place, but once inside you will not be able 
to leave. Goodnight.

(Stop reading out loud.)

Aids:

1. Map:
The Characters can find a map in any library. To do this, Lynn must 
use one of the Research Spheres that can be found in the centre of 
all the libraries. To accomplish this, she needs to roll a successful 
Aura + Eaia Check. If she rolls at least one Success, the map will be 
revealed to the team. By using a Storage Crystal she can carry the 
map with her. If Lynn rolls more than one Success, the map will 
show the fastest possible routes / short cuts to the third floor.
 Maps have been provided for Players to have several options. 
All data related to the maps may be found in the downloadable 
files. You will have access to the full-size maps and also to pre-cut 
sections of the maps that fit on standard letter-size paper. To print 
them in real size you will need to use a plotter. (We recommend you 
print them. They took a long time to make, they are really nice and 
prinitng them is cheap. Promise : ) 

2. Life Crystals:
The Characters can find one (1) Life Crystal for every success rolled 
in a Luck Check in any infirmary they visit. All Characters must 
average their Luck Scores and a single Player must roll the Dice. 
 A Life Crystal heals one Injury immediately. 

3. Equipment: 
Refer to the ‘Equipment’ section on page 61.
 
 If the Characters do not find/obtain a map, the Narrator 
should select a route through the palace to take them to the Master 
Bedroom on the second floor where the Id awaits. Bear in mind 
that, if the Characters encounter too much resistance, it might be 
too hard for them to survive. If the Characters are wounded and/or 
in a perilous situation for too much time, have them roll constant 
Valour and Duty Checks. If they fail too many of these Checks, the 
mission could fail due to team member desertion. If this happens, 
intriduce a plot twist of your own.
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IF THIS HAPPENS GO TO CHAPTER 4.

 If the Characters do not befriend Shaballa, or if they take 
the other route throught the normal elevators, they will have to 
journey through the second floor either using the map or led by in-
stinct or rationality. Remember that the connection Scian Templar 
have to the Eos allows them to know things that are not evident, 
and see things before they happen. Be sure to let the Players roll 
Aura Checks whenever their intuition might be useful or necessary. 
In order to reach the central area of the second floor, the Charac-
ters must board one of the floating platforms at any of the docks. 
Security in the second floor uses Urthus Kaias instead of soldiers. 
The Urthus do not need to move about and they see perfectly in the 
dark. This means they do not have any penalties derived from the 
darkness. After the first battle with an Urthus Kaia in the second 
floor, guards will begin to appear. 
 Once the Characters reach the Crystal Petal Gardens the 
Chapter ends. 

Important Note: If you haven’t already, pick up the phone and 
order some food. You still have a long way to go.

IF THIS HAPPENS GO TO CHAPTER 4.



CHAPTER 4: FINALITY

 As soon as the Characters enter the Crystal Petal Gardens 
in the centre of the second floor, they need to go to the Master 
Chamber and find the key that will allow them to use the elevator 
to the third floor, the palace temple. Even if the Characters used the 
elevator to reach the Second Floor, they still need this key to access  
the third floor. 

The Key

 The key is a small crystal that lies in the pond in the Mas-
ter Chamber. Unless they were told about the key by Shaballa, the 
Characters will have to roll a Senses + Awareness Check with a dif-
ficulty of three (3) to find the key. If they all fail, they will spend 
about twenty minutes looking for it and will have to fight a group 
of patrolling soldiers who arrive during this time. Before the Char-
acters retrieve the key, have all of them roll an Aura + Senses Check. 
Those who obtain at least one Success notice something strange: the 
energies in the room are oddly distributed. This may make them 
think it is a trap. Kayalun, however, is an expert at Security Sys-
tems. He should roll a Dexterity + Security. S. Check. If he rolls at 
least one Success, he is able to retrieve the key without activating 
the trap. If he fails and the trap is activated, the doors of the Elite 
Guard Posts are opened and two to four large Urthus Kaias silently 
walk to the elevator and guard it allowing no one through.  
 Before they are able to leave the Master Chamber, the cen-
tral elevator goes down and then up again arriving from the first 
floor. Before the Characters have a chance to fight the Kaias, they 
see that Arae, the Mistress who ordered their death, has arrived. She 
is also committed to destroy them and protect her Master. 
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Encounter: Battle against the Royal Guards:

Arae (page 66)
Urthus Golem Engines: 2 to 4 (only if Kayalun was unable to de-
activate the Key Security System)
Total Number of Opponents: 1 to 5



 This should be a very difficult fight. If the Characters are in-
jured from previous battles, be sure to warn them of the possibility 
of death by having all of them roll a Valour Check. Those who fail 
will rather attempt to flee or surrender before participating in this 
battle. Nevertheless, the Characters could avoid this fight if they are 
somehow able to convince Arae that her Master is lost and that it 
must die. To do this, (use the Social Combat Rules) the Characters 
must be able to reduce Arae’s Emotional Hit Points to zero two to 
four times at Narrator’s discretion with the intention of convincing 
her to assist them instead of protecting a vile creature such as an Id. 
If she is convinced and helps you attack the Urthus, these creatures 
will see the treason in her spirit and direct all attacks to her. 
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If Arae is convinced to 

help them, read this out loud:   
 As the battle ends, you can all witness the falling bodies of the 
Urthus. With a loud crash the last body falls slowly on the beautiful 
floor. The Kaias’ cores beat as would flaming hearts, then they begin 
to shine, and suddenly, as if imploding, they simply fade away; the 
bodies of the Kaias lay silent and still like broken statues. Nothing 
moves. You feel something strange; a subtle sadness is evident; you feel 
it in every breath you take. Suddenly, you realize Arae has still not 
sheathed her sword. 
 A betrayal? No... not from her, not anymore. Instead, she lifts 
her sword and gently says, “Arthen shi thei shaal... Shi geberah” (I am 
so sorry... I promised).” And then, with a swift movement, she thrusts 
the sword into her chest. She falls and the marble floor is covered in 
burning blood. Slowly she begins to fade in flames.

(Stop reading out loud.)

 If the Characters ask her about her promise, she will re-
spond that when the Id was born she promised to take care of him 
until her death. She mentions nothing more and silently dies. After 
the Kaias and Arae are destroyed, the Characters, presumably, use 
the elevator to the Shrine. This takes you to the Fifth Chapter.



CHAPTER 5: DARK DAWN

 The Final Chapter begins when 
the Characters reach the third floor. By 
this point, the Narrator and the Players 
should have a good idea of how the Psy-
chological Impulses work. This chapter 
digs deep into the most inner passions 
and feelings of the Characters. It is im-
portant to make sure that the Players feel 
the emotional gravity of the situation.
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Read this out loud:

 Your journey is almost over. You 
have activated the last elevator and you are 
going to the third floor: the shrine. In this 
floor, you hope to encounter the Id and fin-
ish him forever. You have achieved what 
was thought impossible. You are ready to 
face him.
 
(Stop reading out loud.)

 The Characters enter a dark 
room where nothing but the light of the 
floating elevator depicts a silent vestige of 
where they are. This room is an ancient 
temple of prayer devoted to the Great 
Spirit. Nevertheless, unlike any other 
shrine of the Great Spirit they have ever 
encountered, this one has been complete-
ly destroyed. The Characters find this 
very odd for not even the Twilight Spir-
its dare touch a shrine of God; they were 
all found intact after the War. When the 
elevator reaches the shrine, all the Char-



acters can see is the liquid light of Ushuala, the Blue Moon, flowing 
through the stained windows in the ceiling. Then, suddenly, the 
entire room is filled with a blinding light and they all witness the 
following… 

Read this out loud to those who
were successful in the Senses + Awareness Check: 

 For a second, you were able to see the small figure of a wolf that 
appeared veiled by the shadows of the shrine crystals. Then, you notice a 
young, silent girl with the most penetrating eyes you have ever seen. Her 
aura seems to absorb you and her essence flows through you making ev-
ery one of your muscles twitch in fear. For some reason you fear her. You 
fear her because she is more than what you can see. You sense something 
about this girl you are incapable of discerning. You are uncertain of her 
purpose, but, for some reason, you can sense that she is here to help you.

(Stop reading out loud.)
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Read this out loud:

 Light enters this sorrow filled room, revealing the very object of 
your determination and perseverance. You can all strongly sense it, its 
energies bursting forth. You feel a subtle pain unravelling and finding 
its way into your marrow. You are sure it is here, you see it at times, you 
sense its potent aura stinging you, a deadly poison. Silent she stands, a 
woman embracing a new born child. But she is a Sil, her essence is still 
pure and soft. Then, suddenly and with great terror, you realize… her 
eyes are veiled in pain, swollen shut by a destructive power, a wrath 
unrestrained. Her body seems frail and her soul is weak and dying, 
fading under the oppressive fire of her child’s nature. 
 The Sil mother was unable to murder her own child. He was 
born an Id and his power quickly surpassed her own. Desires made real 
through his command of the Eos; his world twisted and transformed. 
 It was his dark energy what brought destruction to the lands of 
Shaballa. Soon nothing will live here. The child must be destroyed and 
she knows this. She knew you were coming, she could feel your hearts 
beating like a drum, and your breathe singing like a storm... she did 
nothing to prevent it. You realise she wants you here. She needs you 
here. She wants him dead, but how does one slay one’s own blood. Now, 
you all look at her broken eyes and realize that the time has come for her 
to make a choice. She looks in your eyes. Doubt creeps in... she is unsure. 

(Stop reading out loud.)

 All Characters must roll a Senses + Awareness Check. Those 
who roll at least one Success notice a dark figure looking at them 
from the distance standing behind the Sil mother and her baby. It is 
the same figure that was looking at them when they were ambushed 
while travelling towards the palace and during the nightmare that 
warned them of the implicit dangers of the palace. 

The Sil mother: 

 The Sil mother has lost her ability to speak and her body 
is so weak that even if she gathered up all her energy she would 
be powerless against you. In fact, she can barely stand and if she 
fell she would be incapable of getting back on her feet. The Id has 
robbed her of all her strength. She gazes at the Characters in sadness 
(regardless of what they do).

The girl in the distance: 

 The girl will say nothing if the Characters speak to her; she 
will simply stay in the shadows. Anyone who wishes to address her 
or act in any way that may affect her directly must first roll at least 
one Success in a Valour Check. The girl will only respond once to 
say, “Fear the mother, she is not supposed to be here.”

 Let the Characters interact for a while with the woman and 
amongst themselves. If any of the Characters dares to move towards 
the child in an attempt to murder him, they must roll a Kindness 
Check. Those who roll at least one Success will be unable to harm 
the innocent creature. The Characters who ignore their Impulses 
and attack the child will suffer one Stress Point. Remember: when a 
Character’s Stress Score is equal to their Willpower Score, they will 
be unable to deny their Impulses and will act accordingly. 





The Characters must make a choice regarding the child: 

- If they try to kill the child but hesitate, go to Option A.

- If they kill the child, go to Option B.

- If they do not kill the Child, go to Option C.

Option A
 If at any moment and for any reason the Templar hesitate 
for a prolonged period of time, the child’s mother will be unable to 
restrain the child’s power and she will feel faint. When this hap-
pens, the child will realize he is in the company of a group of un-
welcome creatures he is unable to recognize (and, therefore, deeply 
and instinctively fears). At this moment, the Id’s power is unleashed 
in the palace and everything begins to change.

Option B
 All Characters should understand what they are doing: they 
are about to kill an innocent child because they believe they have 
holy authority from the Cerian Tree of Thought. In order to kill 
him, they should understand that the end justifies the means for the 
child might destroy so much more. Yet, maybe, just maybe, there is 
a possibility, a chance for him to grow out of this curse or to learn 
to control it. 
 Lynn, amongst all else, knows what this possibility means 
for, like him, she was once cursed as well. For this reason, she can feel 
nothing but remorse, pain, and sorrow in her heart. From amongst 
the group, she will have the hardest time denying the child an op-
portunity to become a Sil or to control his nature. Kriss, Jaaren, and 
Kayalun are unable to look away as the tender creature extends his 
small hands and smiles at his mother with a deeply loving gesture. 
It is as if he knew that this was the last he would see of her, as if he 
knew this would be his end and wanted to see his mother smile once 
more. 
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Read this out loud:

 You all watch as a bright light fades from her forehead instants 
before she crumbles to the floor. As she falls, the child becomes afraid. 
You notice how his terrified eyes stare at his mother and how the entire 
room is filled with a deep burning light. You can feel your eyes burning 
and you are forced to close them in pain, your skin begins to hurt, your 
bones twitch, and your muscles are struck by a stinging wave of energy. 

(Stop reading out loud.)

 The energy wave is so powerful that all Characters will suf-
fer two (2) points of damage for every five seconds (game time) they 
spend in the room. If at least one of them is able to reach the child 
and kill him, go to Option B. However, if the Templar leave the 
room without killing the child, go to Option D.

Read this out loud:

 Her strength is such that she can barely hold her head up. Tears 
start falling slowly down her face. You cannot hear her cry, but you can 
feel that her soul is being torn apart by her baby’s gentle and loving 
smile. There is nothing but the deepest sorrow in all of you. The child 
lifts his soft hand and reaches for his mother and, as suddenly as it all 
began, you end his life. The Spirit’s eyes close gently for her child is gone. 
The child’s blood spreads across the floor and moves slowly towards the 
weeping shadow of the devastated mother. Then, all too suddenly, she 
rises. Her eyes are cold and her hands are stained with his blood. She 
looks at the Templar and says “Kie rul, isthe aghnent?” which means 
“why have you done this?” The Templar realize that her weakness was 
caused by the child’s very existence. Her strength has returned and it’s 
now accompanied by so much hatred that they can sense it in the air as 
it covers everything with a freezing crystal frost. 

(Stop reading out loud.)



 The Templar know they must somehow calm her down or 
they will surely face the rise of a new Id, one that is powerful enough 
to destroy them along with the entire region of Haaren. They see 
how the force of her anguish is slowly seducing her soul and trans-
forming her pain and sorrow into a power she will soon be unable 
to contain. 

Round 1: Toughness 4, Hit points       6
Round 2: Toughness 6, Hit points    + 6
Round 3: Toughness 10, Hit points   + 20
Round 4: Toughness 12, Hit points   + 30
Round 4: Toughness 16, Hit points   + 40
Round 5: Toughness 120, Hit points  x 10

First possible Ending:
 If the Templar are able to appease her, the Sil will fall un-
conscious and the adventure ends: the Templar return victorious to 
the Tree of Thought’s Sanctuary in Atara. 

Second possible Ending:
 If the Templar fail, the Sil is utterly overtaken by her pain 
and turns into an Id. It all ends with the Sil furiously attacking the 
Templar and the girl with the green eyes teleporting them out of the 
palace and into a nearby forest. The party will have failed for now a 
new and more powerful Id will surely lay the lands to waste. In the 
forest, they notice a figure looking at them. It is the girl with the 
green eyes. She transforms into her natural form: a wolf, a mytho-
logical and mythical creature that was thought to have been extinct 
many Ages ago. 
 As you look at her, you understand that you must return to 
the palace and destroy the Id. However, you can see that the palace 
is changing and its very structure is being twisted; its statues and 
gardens are changing as the powerful will of the Id casts a shadow 
over them. Your mission, one that you have no chance of surviving 
or fulfilling has only just begun.
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Read this out loud:

 As the mother sets her eyes on you, you sense a pain so over-
whelming that makes your very soul tremble in fear. The entire place 
begins to feel it: the stone floor begins to break, the wood begins to crack 
and splinter, and the fabric in the curtains that veil the Blue Moon’s 
light begins to disintegrate. You can sense the power of the Sil coming 
back, but her pain is such that an Id will become of her if she is not ap-
peased or destroyed. Suddenly, as if intervening for you, you notice how 
the deep green eyes of the girl that silently stood behind the Sil begin to 
glow and her body is filled with light. She looks at you and says, “Nea 
cora aluria deo sea sheilaren! Kall ie dal ur kie ova,” (which means, I 
cannot stop her for long! Please do what you must.)

(Stop reading out loud.)

 The Characters have limited time to either apeace or slay 
the Sil. The Narrator may grant them 4 to 6 Rounds to accomplish 
their goals. 

If they wish to apeace her: 

The Characters must do so through Social Combat. They must 
bring her Emotional Status from 3 Depressed and 2 Frightened to 
at least one point away from the centre in both axis (normality). 

Emotional Hit Points: 20

If they wish to slay or neutralize her:

She is still incredibly weak. However, an overwhelming power is 
taking over her. Any attack that surpasses her Toughness will kill 
her. After enough time has elapsed she will simply be unbreakable. 



Option C – Third possible Ending
 If the Templar decide not to kill the child, the adventure 
ends with them leaving the palace and taking the Sil mother and 
her baby towards the Tree of Thought’s Sanctuary in Atara.

Option D
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Read this out loud:

 As the child’s energies are unleashed and the shrine utterly 
destroyed, you leave the room by activating the elevator. When you 
reach the second floor, you see the child’s bright white energy spreading 
throughout the palace. You realize this burning energy is spreading like 
a cancer through the palace’s walls. A thin layer of ice begins to appear 
and the burning light somehow freezes everything, covering the palace 
in a subtle crystal layer. You are witnessing Shaballa’s final attempts to 
resist the power of the Id, her master. The palace’s security systems are 
now slowly being activated. The Kaias, holy guardians of the palace, 
have transformed; their bodies now being fed by the energies of the 
Id. You witness guards and servants being attacked by these relentless 
creatures. You know deep down that when the palace completely suc-
cumbs to her new master’s will, it won’t stop until everybody has been 
destroyed. Now, you and the palace’s soldiers face a common enemy. 
Together you must battle your way out or die. 

(Stop reading out loud.)

Fourth possible Ending.
 The adventure ends with the Templar trying to find their 
way out of the palace. 

You have the whole collection of palace maps to continue the 
story as you see fit. 





Important Places and People

Ceres
 This Adventure occurs in the Ethnia of Ceres. Although 
this was once a glorious and prosperous Ethnia of kings and nobles, 
the Animal Spirits who served the Kings rebelled against the Ethnia 
and organized the people against the government during the Wars 
of the Rebirth. It has been more than twenty years since the conflict 
began and, although it recently exploded in full fledged war, the 
Ethnia is submerged in utter chaos. 

Village of Haaren
 The Village of Haaren was originally founded more than 
5,000 year ago. During its days of prosperity, the village was famous 
for its mysticism. The people lived in communion with an Animal 
Spirit that nurtured and protected them. Although the village could 
have become a powerful city, its nobles controlled its growth for 
selfish reasons. They wanted to have a small, beautiful land where 
life was peaceful. Because of this, the people who live here have 
always been wealthy and few in number. 
 During the days of Rebirth, the village was rebuilt and the 
palace where the Lords’ ruled was again inhabited by a new fam-
ily of nobles. Sired by the power of this family, the village became 
a land of beauty where powerful people could live sheltered and 
protected from the current wars of the Ethnia. The villagers believe 
they can survive the wars of Ceres and live under the power of the 
kings once again.

Palace of Shaballa
 This is a magnificent construction of stone and crystal that 
was conceived by the Empire of Eonir and designed by the Archi-
tects of Ceres. During the War of the Twilight Spirits the palace was 
thought to be abandoned yet it remained the home of various silent 
inhabitants. This special place is filled with so much life and beauty 
that it was fated to become the home of the Sil. Nobles of Ceres 

offered the palace to an Eonirian ambassador to gain his Ethnia’s 
favour and assistance in dealing with the current civil war of Ceres.  
 The palace is built on top of a river at the very place where it 
becomes a cataract. A portion remains underwater and its four en-
trances represent the four primordial elements of life: Water, Wind, 
Fire, and Earth. The entrance for the element Water faces upstream; 
the one for the element Earth faces the Village of Haaren; the one 
for the element Wind faces the cataract, granting a spectacular view 
of the lands, this is the entrance for the airships; and the entrance 
for the element Fire faces the mountains where the Animal Spirit 
lives and where there was once an active volcano. 

The Lords of the Palace
 During the Wars of the Rebirth a Cypher warrior suffered 
massive wounds when his airship fell crashing into the forests of 
Haaren. There he was rescued by a servant of Shaballa. As one of its 
few inhabitants, she had been given the responsibility to safekeep 
the palace in case its lords ever returned. She was fifteen years old.
 Nobles of the Ethnia of Ceres offered the man the palace 
as his new home. It was their intention to use him for their own 
benefit. They needed the favour of the Empire of Eonir in order to 
win the war against the Animal Spirits and believed that the man, 
a prominent ambassador of Eonir, would be a powerful ally in this 
matter. However, the man had lost his entire memory because of 
the crash and had no intention of returning to Eonir. He had fallen 
in love with the servant girl who had helped him survive. 
 Some years later the couple got married under the eyes of 
Iun, the gods of the Realm, and the servants and common folk of 
the palace and the village of Haaren. Together they lived in the 
palace and the servant girl, a Sil, was given a place to live where 
once her masters had done so. Her family had dedicated so many 
generations to caring for the palace as servants, that the girl had no 
intention of using her new political power. It was not in her nature. 
Her husband, agreed entirely that a simple, peaceful life would suf-
fice. 
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 The nobles disagreed but the man’s sacred position as the 
master of the palace could not be broken. It was a promise to the 
gods. This man would be Shaballa’s master for as long as he lived. 
For this, the nobles had him killed and the day that he died was a 
fateful one for the man’s wife had recently given birth to a Sil child... 
a Spirit. Sensing his father’s untimely and violent demise as well as 
his mother’s pain, the child turned into an Id. From that day forth, 
the once vibrant Sil begun to loose her beauty, her joy, and her soul. 
She began drowining in lamment. 
 As a witness of all this, Arae, one of the nobles who had the 
man murdered, offered her life to safeguard the newborn child in an 
attempt to redeem her soul. She ignored the fact that the child was 
an Id and promised on her ancestors’ souls that she would give her 
life to safeguard the newborn. 

Inside the Palace: The Alchemy Lab

 You enter a room where a large, seemingly ethereal body of 
flowing crystal-like water, swirls slowly. It is a sphere of pure con-
tained energy used to safely store the most delicate, unbalanced 
Saeia imbued artefacts. You can see the sphere moving slowly and, 
as you pass through it, you enter a cold space veiled by a bluish filter. 
Very large crystal pillars float eerily above the marble floor holding 
pieces of a large artefact with a series of gears and tubes. Thousands 
of cards with unfinished Saeia runes are scattered on the floor and 
small, finely elaborate crystal boxes sit on the shelves protected by 
powerful Saeia security systems*. There must be at least a hundred 
of these boxes in the many shelves. 
 At the far end, there is a stone table with no chairs but filled 
with what appears to be the architectural designs and sketches of a 
most peculiar airship. Also, there is a very small crystal. 
 To open the boxes, Kayalun needs to roll a Security Systems 
+ Dexterity Check. It will take him ten minutes to open each box. 
Every time Kayalun is successful at opening a box, the Narrator 
should ask his Player to choose a number from 1 to 10.  

* In the boxes you find:
(See ‘Equipment’ for a description of each item.)

Box 1. Summoning Crystal (2 units) 
Box 2. Nothing
Box 3. Tower keys 
Box 4. Cure Potions (4 units)
Box 5. Sign of Foresight (1 unit)
Box 6. Healing potions (2 units)
Box 7. Energy Potion (3 units)
Box 8. Nothing 
Box 9. Cure Potions (4 units)
Box 10. Nothing 
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USING THE MAPS
 
 Using the maps is simple. There are four maps for the pal-
ace: the basement, the first floor, the second floor, and the shrine 
(or third floor). Each map includes the names of the rooms, the 
doors that restrain access to certain rooms, and a series of letters of 
the alphabet that represent the different items found in each room.
 As Narrator, your job is to give life to the different rooms 
and places inside. It is recommended that you use the palace maps 
to your advantage by imagining things that are not necessarily ex-
plained in the main story. Also, you may use these maps for any side 
quests you believe could be interesting. 

The Numbers in the rooms: 
 We have assigned one letter of the alphabet to each Item on 
the List (found on page 61). Therefore, each time the Characters 
enter a room, the Narrator should check to see what items they can 
find inside. This can give the Narrator a pretty good idea of where 
to find things. It is important to remember that all this information 
will only be available to the Characters when they gain access to the 
palace maps. The Narrator should feel free the change locations and 
quantities of items at you see fit.
 
The Doors:
 There are various levels of entry security throughout the pal-
ace. Doors have different symbols that determine how difficult it is 
for a Character to unlock them. A Character must roll a Dexterity 
or Aura + Security Systems Check to try to unlock a door. The doors 
in the first floor are a combination between mechanical devices and 
Saeia so either Dexterity or Saeia may be used to open them. On 
the second floor and the basement, however, all doors are Saeia op-
perated and may only be opened with an Aura + Security Systems 
Check. If the number of Successes is equal to or higher than a door’s 
Difficulty Number, then the door is unlocked. The Map Key shows 
the different types of doors and their Difficulty Numbers. 
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Equipment

A: Palace Map

About: A series of wave patterns that reveal the entire map of the 
palace when deciphered. The data found in these waves patterns can 
be stored in a Storage Crystal that allows its user to summon a three 
dimensional map of the palace at will. 
Activation: It can be summoned at will.
Effect: Player has full access to the maps of the palace. 
Durability: Forever
Weight/Size: 0

B: Summoning Crystals

About: White dust contained in a quasi-ethereal crystal box. This 
dust is basically pure energy. When released, this energy immedi-
ately bends the Waves of Existence to transmute nearby air, wood, 
and stone into an Urthus Kaia. 
Activation: Be in contact with the crystal and wish it to break. 
(Caution: No one should remain close to the space where the crea-
ture is to be summoned.)
Effect: Summon an Urthus Kaia that becomes a servant to its sum-
moner. Living things that are within two (2) metres or less will suf-
fer eight (8) Damage Points. 
Durability: Until the Kaia is destroyed. 
Weight/Size: 0

C: Rune of Huintho

About: A small rune that allows the user to become completely 
invisible, inaudible, scentless, and unperceivable through absolutely 
any natural means for 30 seconds. 
Activation: Think of the rune and Touch it. Roll Aura + Hesthia 
(Difficulty Number of 1).
Effect: Absolute cloaking from all senses.
Durability: Only one use per rune. However, if the user rolls an 
Extreme Success, then the rune is not used up.
Weight/Size: 0

D: Spirit of Foreboding

About: A small, white materialized energy sphere that responds to 
changes in the Waves of Existence by glowing and vibrating. These 
types of spheres are naturally formed near active volcanoes or in 
places where great and violent energy surges are common. 
Activation: Spirit of foreboding is always active. 
Effect: It alerts the bearer of possible danger by glowing and vibrat-
ing. Consequently, this improves Awareness: it lowers the Success 
Threshold by one (1) when performing Awareness Checks.
Durability: Different spheres have different durations; most last 
for an average of 6 months (game time), but some have been known 
to last for up to 20 years. A sphere’s duration is determined by the 
Narrator.
Weight/Size: 0

E: Sign of Foresight

About: A semi-ethereal crystal rune that reads the Waves of Exis-
tence, allowing a being to peer into the immediate future for a brief 
period of time. This gives them an upper hand when planning for a 
battle (or any other action).  
Activation: Touch the crystal and wish for it to activate. 
Effect: In addition to allowing a being to peer ten seconds into the 
future, it lowers the Success Threshold by three (3) when perform-
ing a Tactics Check.
Durability: 2 uses. 
Weight/Size: 0

F: Cure Potion

About: A potion that cures a being’s body by removing bruises and 
superficial scratches. 
Activation: The potion must be poured over the being’s body.
Effect: The being recovers 10 Hit Points.
Durability: Each potion contains one dose.
Weight/Size: 0
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G: Healing

About: A potion that heals a being’s body by restructuring its tis-
sues. 
Activation: The potion must be poured over the being’s body.
Effect: Heal one Injury. 
Durability: Each potion contains one dose.
Weight/Size: 0

H: Energy

About: A potion that increases a body’s latent energy.
Activation: The potion must be poured over the being’s body.
Effect: Energy Points +2
Durability: Each potion contains two doses.
Weight/Size: 0

I: Decoder

About: A decoding crystal that enhances Kayalun’s ability to per-
form successful Security System Checks.
Activation: Place the crystal in front of the security lock door for 
ten seconds.
Effect: Security System Checks STM -3
Durability: 6 uses. 
Weight/Size: 0

J: Damage Amplifying Rune

About: A rune found on a thin sheet of silvery glass.
Activation: Place over weapon or body and blow. Rune will be 
transferred.
Effect: Damage +4
Durability: 2 days
Weight/Size: 0

K: Invisibility Rune Card

About: A card with a glowing rune written on it. 
Activation: Card will be activated at will upon touch.
Effect: The entire party becomes invisible, but any noises they make 

will still be heard. 
Durability: One minute.
Weight/Size: 0

L: Create a Chair Card 

About: A card with a glowing rune written on it.
Activation: Card will be activated at will upon touch. 
Effect: Creates a chair. 
Durability: Until chair is destroyed. 
Weight/Size: 0

M: Ancestor Ring

About: A small silver ring. There is only one in the entire palace.
Activation: None
Effect: None
Durability: Until broken
Weight/Size: 0

N: Explosive Charge

About: A small crystal. 
Activation: Will activate upon strong impact. 
Effect: Damage of 30 within a 2 metres radius. Damage of 20 with-
in a 5 metres radius. Damage of 10 within a 10 metres radius. Stun 
(i.e. lose one Round) within a 20 metres radius. 
Durability: One use.
Weight/Size: 0

P: Crystal of Barrier

About: A small, glowing crystal.
Activation: Will activate upon strong impact.
Effect: Creates a barrier from wall to wall and from floor to ceiling. 
Toughness = 15. To break the protection, the barrier must be struck 
with a damage equal to or higher than the Barrier’s Toughness or 
else nothing will happen. 
Durability: Thirty minutes. 
Weight/Size: 0
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ANTAGONISTS

ARMOURED WARRIORS
Number of opponents: 2 to 5
 Barbaric creatures whose bodies are covered with leather 
and steel. Their thick, heavy black armour seems to fit their bodies 
to perfection. Their eyes shine brightly, which denotes their unan-
swered wrath. They seem somewhat eorisian, but it is hard to tell 
where armour ends and man begins. They all have long braided hair 
that almost reaches the ground; however, they are unable to stand 
erect and use one of their arms to support the weight of their bod-
ies whilst the other is a very heavy, poorly-sharpened broad sword. 
Since they are unable to vocalize, they simply emit inhuman growls 
and roars. Reasoning with them is probably out of the question.

Note: Armoured Warriors are also present in the palace of Shaballa.  
They attack every single moving thing they come across. 

Combat Data:

Attack Dice Pool = 6
Defence Dice Pool = 5
Parry Dice Pool = 3
Initiative = 4

Life:

Armour: Slash -3 / Piercing -2 / Concussive -1 
Toughness 8 / Life Points 2 / Hit Points 16 / Physical Resistance 7 
/ Poison Resistance 3 

Main Attack forms:

Weapon Damage Type Damage    Parry Aid    Range
H. B. Sword     Slash  8      -1 STM  N/A
Shield    Concussive 4      -3 STM    N/A

SOLDIERs OF SHABALLA*
 As bearers of an ancestral tradition of war and strategy, 
these soldiers are well-prepared to face powerful foes. They are not 
recognized for their might or weapon mastery, but rather for their 
sophisticated tactics. The Soldiers of Shaballa always patrol the pal-
ace in groups of three to six and always act as a group. The Soldiers 
will use their firearms only if they are losing the battle. 

Combat Data:

Attack Dice Pool = 5
Defence Dice Pool = 5
Parry Dice Pool = 4
Initiative = 5

Psychological Profile:

Stress 2 / Valour 4 / Justice 4 / Duty 5 / Love 3 (No other Psycho-
logical Traits apply for these encounters.)
Emotional Resistance = 8
Emotional Hit Points = 16

Skills:

Tactics Check = 3

Life:

Toughness 6 / Life Points 2 / Hit Points 12 / Physical Resistance 6 
/ Poison Resistance 2
Armour: Slash -2 / Piercing -2 / Concussive -1

Main Attack forms:

Weapon       Damage Type   Damage    Parry Aid  Range
Sword        Slash, Piercing 7      -1 STM   N/A
Shield         Concussive 3      -3 STM  N/A
Fire arm        Piercing  8      N/A   All
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COMMANDERS OF SHABALLA:*
 The Commanders of Shaballa are trained in the art of tactical 
confrontation and hand to hand combat. Their ferocity inspires their 
troops, making them even stronger during battle. The Commanders de-
vote their lives to what they believe is their holy duty: the protection 
of the weak. They are more than willing to sacrifice themselves for the 
well-being of those they serve. 

Notes: When a Commander is present, all regular Soldiers of Shaballa 
receive one (1) Dice Pool bonus to their action Checks. If a Commander 
is killed, each Soldier should roll a Love Check: those who roll at least 
one Success will gain an additional Dice Pool bonus for the affection 
they had for the Commander; otherwise, they will lose the Dice Pool 
Bonus.  

Combat Data:

Attack Dice Pool = 6
Defence Dice Pool = 5
Parry Dice Pool = 4
Initiative = 6

Psychological Profile:

Stress 2 / Valour 4 / Honour 3 / Duty 4 (No other Psychological Traits 
apply for these encounters.)
Social Resistance = 8

Skills:

Tactics Check = 5  

* At the beginning of the combat event and even before rolling the first 
Initiative, both Kriss and a Soldier or a Commander may roll a Mind + 
Tactics Versus Check. A tie will result in no effect for either. However, 
whoever rolls more Successes may have their group act first during the 
first Round of combat. Also, for every two (2) Successes rolled over the 
opposition, the group will benefit from a free Round of action. 
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Life:

Toughness 7 / Life Points 2 / Hit Points 14 / Physical Resistance 8 
/ Poison Resistance 2 
Armour: Slash -2 / Piercing -2 / Concussive -2 

Main Attack forms:

Weapon       Damage Type    Damage    Parry Aid   Range
E. Sword Slash, Piercing    9       -1  N/A
Shield         Concussive   4       -3   N/A
Firearm       Piercing   8       N/A All

URTHUS, Kaias / SHABALLA 
 Urthus Kaias are large (3 metres tall) bodies seemingly 
carved in stone and hard wood. They resemble humble, strangely 
tender, and sad creatures. They have a vibrant, spherical Core of 
blue light that can be seen floating within their open chest and that 
feeds them energy and simple Artificial Intelligence. Their strong 
bodies are seemingly slow, but they are indeed worthy foes for they 
feel no pain and will fight until broken. 

Notes: Urthus Kaias only lose Hit Points when the damage gener-
ated in a single attack is higher than half their Toughness Num-
ber. Projectiles bounce off the stone armour, and the blades set off 
sparks as they crash against their bodies. Their Cores contain im-
mense amounts of energy. Lynn may roll an Aura + Eaia Saeia Skill 
Check to reduce the energy liberated by these Cores and reduce the 
Golems’ Toughness by 4 points. 

Lynn’s Essence:

Lynn generates double damage if she attacks the Urthus Golem 
Engines with her Energy Attack. When doing this, she will suffer 
a 1-die penalty.

Combat Data:

Attack Dice Pool = 7
Defence Dice Pool = 3
Parry Dice Pool = 4
Initiative = 3

Life:

Toughness 12 / Life Points 3 / Hit Points 36 / Physical Resistance 
N/A / Poison Resistance N/A 
Armour: Slash -2 / Piercing -2 / Concussive -2 

Main Attack forms:

Weapon     Damage Type             Damage     Parry Aid      Range
Body       Concussive/Crushing  10            N/A               N/A

Special Actions 

Beam Ray: The Urthus have the ability to channel a ray of energy 
through their Cores. This ray takes one entire Round to charge. 
When unleashed, however, it will last for two entire Rounds. It is a 
beaming and seemingly solid ray of pure condensed energy. If any 
Character attacks the Urthus during the two Rounds when this 
ray is being used, the beam will immediately be redirected towards 
the Character’s body. In other words, the Urthus will automatically 
counter-attack. Damage: 11 Br (Burning)
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ARAE, GUARDIAN MISTRESS OF SHABALLA 
 If the Kaias are present, Arae will try to stay behind them 
and, from there, she will attack with a small and elegant firearm. 
For some unexplainable reason, she seems somewhat ill; even before 
the Characters approach her, they will see that she is unable to easily 
lift her left arm, that her chest seems to hurt, and that she is out of 
breath. They will also notice that a thin stream of blood descends 
from her gasping mouth as she speaks. She is undoubtedly very ill, 
but her will to defend her master is too strong. She will fight regard-
less of the consequences. 

Note: Arae can only act once every two Rounds due to her illness. 

Tactics: 

Arae will stay behind her two guardians and attack from there until 
one of them is severely weakened. When this happens, she will try 
to repair the damaged Kaia by using her healing Saeia ability.

Combat Data:

Attack Dice Pool (Sword) = 3
Attack Dice Pool (Firearms) = 4
Defence Dice Pool (Barrier) = 5
Initiative = 3

Life:

Toughness 4 / Life Points 2 / Hit Points 8 (No other Psychological 
Traits apply for these encounters.)
Armour (Force-field Gem): Slash -4 / Piercing -4 / Concussive -6

Main Attack Forms:

Weapon      Damage Type  Damage      Parry Aid     Range
Sword        Slash            6        1         N/A
Firearm       Piercing       8                 0            All

Special Actions

Heal: Arae will roll a Dice Pool of six (6). The target recovers two 
Hit Points for every Success rolled. This special action, however, 
cannot heal an Injury. Remember that Arae can choose herself as 
the target (beneficiary) of this Special Action.

Cancel Turn: Arae can alter the time frame/plane in which a Char-
acter exists cancelling his turn at will. She does not have to roll any 
dice for this. This action consumes one Turn.

Enhance Damage: Arae will roll a Dice Pool of four (4). The tar-
get’s Damage rating will improve by one (1) point for every Success 
rolled by Arae. The effects of this Special Action will last for two 
Rounds. Remember that Arae can also target herself. 
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CHARACTERS

 This section includes the profiles for the four protagonists 
their history, background, and Character sheets including any pow-
ers, spells, and equipment they might have. Each Player should se-
lect one Character and read the corresponding profile to under-
stand every aspect of the Character’s history, powers, equipment 
and personality. Before the Adventure begins, each Player should 
understand their Character’s capacities (i.e. the Player should know/
understand how to use and play with their Character’s abilities). 

Kriss Ardaraan
Title: Scian Templar of Solaria

Emblem Philosophy:

 The Solaria believe that peace and stability are the ultimate 
form of society and evolution and that they can only be attained 
under the rule of God. They believe that her command is the abso-
lute will of the universe; thus, their divine duty to fulfil it. 

General History

 Kriss was born in the Empire of Eonir as the last descendent 
of a Royal Family of Centia. The Centia, noble lords and Kings of 
Eonir, are the guardians of Eonir’s Hammer and keepers of the Em-
pire’s strength. As a noble, he was trained from a very young age to 
become a powerful Cypher (soldier) and to rise through the ranks 
to eventually become the general of the family’s army. 
 At the age of four, Kriss’ entire family, who lived in the 
Red Moon as regent lords of the Palace of Noria, suffered a terrible 
battle. The Kiel, Dragons of the Void and once rulers of the beau-
tiful Moon, fell upon them with great anger hoping to eradicate 
their kind and govern once again. The battle ended with the vic-
tory of the family, but Lord Arun, their Patriarch, had been killed. 
Consequently, the family sought revenge and invaded the palace 
of he who had ordered the attack. The battles continued until the 
dark creatures were banished from the northern hemisphere of the 
Moon. The Ardaraan made a promise that would lead them to the 
very heart of the Kiel Ethnias in a desperate attempt to dissolve 
their kingdoms. The promise was that they would stop at nothing 
until the Kiel were eradicated from the Red Moon or until every 
last one of them died. In the end, the Ardaraan warriors perished in 
the scorching hells of battle leaving young Kriss as the last survivor 
of the ancient family. 
 Spared from his family’s fate due to his young age, he was 
able to return safely to Eonir as the heir of an ancient and power-
ful legacy. Overwhelmed by loneliness and despite the fact that his 
Ethnia does not believe in the Cerian Tree of Thought, he joined its 
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ranks and became a Scian Templar of Solaria for God was the only 
thing he could still truly believe in. After many years of training, he 
accepted a mission that changed his life forever. It was a coup d’état 
in the Tribe of Loren, a small and rising group of bureaucrats and 
heretics who defied the regional order established by the Empire of 
Eonir. After these events, he returned home in silent regret to face 
his demons. He now blamed himself for the destruction of over 
thirty million lives. 
 Today, Kriss wonders where does the true guilt behind one’s 
own failure lay and where can true courage to redeem one’s foul sins 
be found. Seeking to redeem his past, he has accepted the 
mission to destroy an Id Lord.

Who you are: 

 You are the leader of the Templar assault team that must 
travel to the lands of Haaren to destroy an Id. You were raised by 
Centia, warlords of the Empire, but chose to live the life of a Cy-
pher, a regular soldier. Since you are unable to understand your own 
heart, you grant others power over your destiny so that they may 
dictate the punishments of your actions and the redemption of your 
soul. For all this, you have joined the Emblem of Solaria. On board 
your ancient and powerful airship, the Anthir, you have begun your 
journey towards the land of Haaren where your destiny awaits.  You 
understand that with your death your family’s spirit would fade for-
ever and that you are not ready to face an Id by yourself. However, 
as a member of your late family and a true son of Eonir, the desire 
to face an impossible battle burns within. 
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Jaaren Alhais
Title: Scian Templar of Neiu

Emblem Philosophy:

 The Neiu believe that effort is the very engine of reality. It 
is because we wish to continue living that we can carry on existing. 
Likewise, we can accomplish the seemingly impossible through our 
efforts. We can live forever if we believe it is possible. The purpose 
of life is to project reality towards eternity through the will to go on, 
to continue being.

General History:

 Jaaren was once a Cypher, a low rank soldier of the army of 
the Empire of Eonir, who fought during the Wars of Rebirth. His 
prowess as a warrior allowed him to advance quickly through the 
ranks of the Cypher. He soon became an Elite Commander of a bri-
gade of soldiers of northeast Eonir. His job was to maintain order in 
the Province of Alesain. Upon his arrival, all he found was a silent 
land shrouded by mists. A proud province, home to more than 2 
million citizens, none of whom belonged in any way to the Empire 
of Eonir. 
 He should have suspected that the white flags he carried as 
a symbol of peace, would soon turn red. No more than a month 
after the arrival of his brigade, Jaaren received new orders: to evacu-
ate Alesain and take its leaders to the capital of the Empire to face 
trial. He believed the purpose of the evacuation was to protect the 
people, but, in reality, the Province had to be evacuated to prevent 
anyone from finding an ancient weapon that had fallen during the 
great war against the Twilight Spirits and that lay dormant under-
neath the land. The entire Province was built on top of a ruined ga-
lactic citadel that once belonged to the Empire of Eonir. This citadel 
was a powerful weapon that Eonir intended to recover. The people 
of Alesain, however, had already found it and believed it was their 
only chance for survival in the midst of the rising wars that plagued 
the entire planet. 
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a cold stare. Jaaren decided to join the Scian Templar of Neiu and 
promised never again to fight in the name of his beloved Ethnia. 
He swore to dedicate his entire life to the protection of those who 
are weaker than him, of those who are innocent and who deserve a 
second chance. As a Scian Templar, he has accepted the mission to 
destroy an Id in the region of Haaren in the Ethnia of Ceres.

Who you are:

 You were once a Cypher, a soldier of the military Empire of 
Eonir, and, as is tradition, you served the army of the Empire from 
the age of ten. You survived countless battles and the scars you bear 
far surpass the weight of your reputation as a warrior. Now, you are 
a Scian Templar, an elite warrior adept in the ways of Saeia and war. 
You know what chaos is and you have been able to overcome many 
obstacles. You have been through agony, both physical and mental. 
When still young, you survived the torture of your enemies and you 
offered your life, your freedom, and your spirit to your Ethnia: the 
holy Empire of Eonir. You lived in praise for those who fell before 
you, until one day the praise felt more like a curse for it became a 
vulgar reminder of your murderous ways. You returned to the capi-
tal as a war hero, but relinquished your title. 
 However, one cannot belong to the Empire and be unwill-
ing to raise one’s sword in its favour. Because of this, you would 
have to find your peace in exile. Years later, you joined the ranks 
of the Cerian Tree of Thought and became a member of the Em-
blem of Neiu in order to impart justice upon all who dared commit 
crimes against the innocent. The merciful Ethnia of Oraia granted 
you a Valestia Armour, a powerful artefact that not only allows you 
to walk but also grants you great power. Your first mission as a Scian 
Templar is to seek out and destroy an Id, a corrupted Sil whose lost 
mind seeks nothing but destruction. You have promised yourself to 
rid this world and its children of this creature. 

 Jaaren was given two choices: to evacuate Alesain and re-
trieve the weapon at any cost, or to destroy the citadel regardless of 
the consequences. The Province of Alesain had threatened to use 
this weapon against the Empire and this could not be permitted. 
The Empire commanded Jaaren and his brigade of Cypher warriors 
to seize control of the Province. Soon, the capital city of Alesain was 
under the control of the military Empire of Eonir. In the begin-
ning, things were calm; in those days, Jaaren was but a young com-
mander following orders. But, some years after the government had 
been deposed, revolts began to rise throughout the Province. After 
two years of violent riots, the number of casualties for both sides 
was so great that the Empire of Eonir decided to end the conflict 
by setting a full-scale evacuation of the entire Province in motion. 
After three years of battles, most of the major cities had been de-
stroyed. 
 For the entire duration of this war, Jaaren witnessed the true 
colours of politics: children bearing weapons, warriors sacrificing 
their own lives by marching to war like living bombs, and merci-
less soldiers spreading death to all regardless of their ability to fight 
back. Forced to fight in this war, he committed sins that have for 
ever scarred his mind. In his sorrow and regret, he surrendered to 
the people of Alesain and begged for their forgiveness. Blinded by 
anger and hatred, the people of Alesain made Jaaren into an ex-
ample of what would happen to the soldiers of the Empire: his body 
was tortured, his mind was broken, and his spirit was tormented. 
In the end, he was left in ruins; his body paralyzed from the waist 
down. He could but stare at the glimmering skies as the winter 
snow began to fall upon his wounded body. As he lay, he found a 
purpose to continue living and reach salvation through the under-
standing of what God and the universe really are.
 Jaaren survived this conflict, but he was never able to forget 
the monster he once was. Even though he understands the nature of 
war and its cruel methods, he cannot bring himself to find his own 
forgiveness. In his mind, he can still picture himself greeting the 
children of the villages and cities of Alesain with a sharp blade and 
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Kayalun Malakaia
Title: Contact
 Kayalun was born to a poor family that belonged to a 
nomad clan of desert wanderers of the Ethnia of Kay. At the age 
of 4, he was sold by his family as a slave so that his younger sister 
could survive the journey through the desert one more year. At 
that time, he was too young to understand, and he never really 
found out why he was abandoned. Never did his family see him 
again, but never has he missed them since then.
 He was bought by a noble warrior of the Fah Tribe and 
was trained to become a combatant of the arena, a lion of the 
sands. The Fah Tribe taught him to survive in the desert, to sur-
vive on the streets of Kay’s large cities, to survive on the battle-
field, and to survive the hardships of life with a joyful heart. 
 They were honourable. They trained in the art of combat 
and fought for money and prestige in the arenas of the greatest 
cities of Kay. They bought slaves from the poor to aid them and 
train them as warriors. These slaves were, in turn, freed after be-
ing successful in an extremely dangerous trial. Those who survive 
the trial and gain freedom become a Warrior of Kay, which is an 
honourable title for any citizen of the Ethnia. Kayalun, however, 
longed for another title: the title of a wanderer of the deserts with 
no name and no reputation, a truly free man. 
 On the sixteenth year after his slavery began, he accepted 
a proposal from an Ethnia he did not understand, the Empire of 
Eonir. This would be the trial that would release him from the 
Fah tribe. It was a dangerous yet simple mission that took place 
in a tribe named Loren…. it was devastated. Consequently, he 
gained his freedom at the expense of its people. He returned as a 
hero to his land and found solace by drowning his memories with 
expensive liquor and longing thoughts of wondrous journeys. In 
the end, he forgot his sins and has devoted his life to nothing. For 
the past couple of months, he has joined a temple where monks 
gather to meditate. Although many believe that Kayalun, the 
Hunter from Loren, as they call him, has joined the temple out of 
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devotion, the truth is he cannot afford food or shelter anymore and, 
thus, lives at the expense of the Monks. 

Who you are:

 You are a man of the deserts, a warrior who was raised by 
paradoxically noble slave traders who taught you how to survive in 
the harshest conditions and to battle your way through life. Never-
theless, you believe that their aid was unnecessary for you were born 
with a natural talent for combat and battle. This talent allowed you 
to break free from slavery but has made you arrogant and lazy. 
 You feel you need no one and you heed no one’s advice. 
Your inability to adapt to social life and your indolent nature has led 
you to drink and rest in excess. Every once in a while you use your 
abilities as a warrior to keep your ribs from meeting your spine. You 
fail to realize that training is important and that now you will miss 
the counsel and wisdom of your master the leader of the Fah tribe. 

Lynn Valara
Title: Scian Templar of Antaare and former Kiel Priestess of Inariel

Emblem Philosophy:

 The Antaare believe that the absolute truth will be revealed 
when the universe attains absolute balance. They believe in the Law 
of Equivalent Exchange and seek to restore it wherever it may falter. 
According to this philosophy, not even God is in balance. So, in 
order to truly empower the universe, God may become a part of the 
Equivalent Exchange: in order to create something, something of 
equal value must be sacrificed. 

General History:

 Lynn Valara is an ancient noble of Inariel. She is a divine 
rose that bloomed long before the coming of the Twilight Spirits 
more than 3,000 years ago. She was a soldier during this war and 
later survived the Wars of Rebirth. She is not only a symbol of pow-
er but also of eternity. Many believe her to be immortal and that 
she is blessed by the very will of Antaare (the Essence of Balance). 
Lynn is an extremely powerful and knowledgeable Saeia scholar. 
As a noble of Inariel, she is not only extremely wealthy, but also 
very well-educated. Her skills as a Scian Templar are revealed not 
through her ability to fight, but through her ability to manipulate 
the world and the people around her. 
 Little is known of Lynn, but her silent and mystic nature 
has led many to fear her. The truth is she was once was a Kiel, a 
Dragon of the Void, dark creatures who fear the light of the White 
Ring and cannot survive in it. They must find shelter during the 
day and can live only during the night. Lynn was blessed with the 
incredible power to morph into a dragon but, five years ago, she 
rejected her nature for one reason: she missed the light of day. As 
she did so, most of her power and memory vanished and only sud-
den flashbacks of her darkest actions during the war linger. As an 
ancient member of the Emblem of Antaare she volunteered to par-
ticipate on the mission to destroy the Id of Haaren. 
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 As a former Kiel, a creature bound to the essence 
of destruction, Lynn truly understands the nature of the 
Id and secretly wishes to help him or her become a Sil 
again. Nevertheless, she understands, as do all the mem-
bers of the team, that if she comes in contact with the 
Id for too long her essence as a Kiel may awaken. This 
could render her incredibly powerful, but also incred-
ibly vulnerable to the will of any Id for they have been 
known to gain control of the consciousness of the Kiel.

Who you are: 

 You bear the blood of the Valara family, an an-
cient and deeply powerful line of nobles of one of the 
universe’s most powerful Ethnias: Inariel. As a Sinarie 
of Elas you have lived for more than three millennia 
and fought in the most terrible war ever to reach the 
universe of Eoris: The War of The Twilight Spirits. You 
have lived through the Ages of the Rebirth and survived 
the cold war between your Ethnia and the Empire of 
Eonir. You are a silent and mysterious creature, and are 
used to being treated with great respect. Your species is 
very rare and many consider you a spirit rather than a 
Xylen. Nevertheless, those who do not fear you hold you 
in great esteem. You are exclusively kind to children and 
devote your time and your extensive wealth to the aid 
of others less fortunate. The remnants of your powers as 
a Kiel and the strength of your Aura allow you to sense 
things even before they happen. You can perceive subtle 
changes in the Waves of Existence and you can sense the 
feelings of those around you.  Now, you have accepted 
the mission to destroy an Id and secretly wish to grant 
him a chance to be Sil again, the chance you feel you 
had when you relinquished your powers as a Kiel.
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Love and protect Planet Earth. 
She is our home. 


